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INTRODUCTION

Although air» conditioning 1s a rather new industry

in the past few years such rapid progress has been made in

the design and manufacture of the equipment and the public

has been made so "air-conditioned minded" that there 1s open-

Ing up a very large market for alr conditioning units.

while much time and effort has been spent in per-

fecting the equipment by means of which the alr 1s properly

conditioned, very little attention has been given to the

structures in which the eculipment 1s placed. Until quite

recently, alr conditioning systems seem to have been merely

"installed" with little or no attempt made to fit the cooling

capacity of the machine to the maximum ccoling requirements

vhich might occur in the building to be conditioned. The

results that obtain from such guesswork must nearly always

be wasteful, for 1f the equipment turns out to be inadequate

£0 maintain required conditions of the air, more equipment

must subsequently be added at a greater provortionate cost,

and 1f the ccoling capacity is above the maximum requirements

there will likewise be a loss.

During the past few years there has been some in-

restirational work done on the factors which affect the cooling

load for air conditioning, but, as the reader will see, there

remains to be dcne a great smount of research work before

rational calculations can be substituted for the "rule of



thumb" designing which still exists to a large extent. The

Investigations of this subject which have been carried on,

to date, are largely independent and scattered. To the

author's knowledge, they have never before been brought to-

sether,

The purpose of this work is to study the factors

vhich affect the cooling load for air conditioning. These

factors, as presented, are:

Analysis of Weather Data.
Heat Transmission.

Air Filtration.

Solar Radiation.

Effect of Solar

Solar Radiation

Shaded Windows.

Heat Emitted Within Building.

3. Ventilation Requirements.

J. Atmospheric Humidity.
‘Oe. Migration of Molsture and Its Effect on Heat Con-

ductivity.

 on

Thile all of these items are discussed to some extent, em-

rhasis has been placed unon two important factors about which

the least 1s known at the present time; namely, the effect of

solar radiation and the effect of moisture migration.

In the Appendix, quotations are given from the

American Soclety of Heating and Ventilating Engineers 1935

ulde. and from the manuals of the Kelvinator, Frigidaire

and Westinghouse Alr Conditioning Companies, showing how the

solar radiation load 1s calculated by these authorities.

This 1s the only one of the ccoling load factors which is so

compared because all of the others are calculated according

b0 more or less standardized and generally accented metncds.



30 little is known of the effect of moisture migration that

it is not menticned by any of these authorities.



ANALYSIS OF WEATHER DATA

Ao a whole the United States has a temperate clim-

ate. The country extends over approximately 24 deg of lati-

tude. and this fact, together with the presence of several

mountain ranges and variations in altitude, results in a large

variation in climatic conditions. In San Francisco, the mean

drv bulb temperature for July 1s 57.3 deg F, in Phoenix 90.5

deg, in New York 73.5 deg. A similar variation 1s experienced

in passing from the northern states southward. The mean dry

bulb temperature for July in Chicago is 72.3 deg. The tempera-

ture rises more or less uniformly in passing southward, reach-

Ing a July mean of 81.3 deg in New Orleans. There 1s a like

variation in wet bulb temperatures encountered throughout the

country, with a minimum mean for July of 52.6 deg F in Lander,

Nyoming. and a maximum mean of 77 deg at Galveston, Texas.

Theta extremes in temperatures emphasize the fact that correct

and economical design of air conditioning systems demands a

comprehensive understanding and proper interpretation of tem=-

perature readings obtained by the Weather Bureau stations.

Neather Bureau reports are frequently misleading as they re-

port the maximum temperature for the day with the relative

humidity which occurs during a different period and which

usually is much higher than the relative humidity occurring

at the maximum temperature.



Qutdoor Conditions as Basls for Design.

The heating system 1s not based on the minimum

outdoor temperature for the heating season, but on a point

approximately 15 deg F above the lowest recorded, and similar-

ly «+ cooling system should not be based on extreme temperatures

ar these occur during a comparatively few days only. Neither

L« the mean summer temperature for the hottest month the cor-

rect basis, since in that case equipment would be inadequate

during a considerable portion. The monthly mean temperature,

however. does offer a satisfactory starting point for establish-

ing the correct basis for the design. The wet bulb and dry

bulb temperatures to be used for the design will be at some

point between the mean and the maximum temperatures. The

number of degrees to be added to the mean 1s determined by

the mean. As the mean temperature approaches the maximum

temperature the daily variation from the mean approaches zero.

For example, if it 1s assumed that for all practical purposes

the maximum wet bulb temperature recorded in the United States

Ls 84 deg, then if any locality had a mean wet bulb tempera-

ture of 84 deg there would be no dally variation above or be=-

low the mean, and the correct basis for design would equal the

mean wet bulb temperature.

The outside design temperatures for different cities

in the United States are given in Table I. Knowing these con-

ditions and the maintained conditions required, the heat trans-

mission, sun effect and outside air load may be calculated in

the recommended manner. These design temperatures are not



Table I

AVERAGE MAXIMUM DESIGN DRY-BULB TEMPERATURES, DESIGN

NET-BULB TEMPERATURES, WIND VELOCITIES, AND WIND DIRECT-

IONS FOR JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER.

3tata

Ala.

Ariz.

Ark,

calif.

Colo.

Sonne.

De Co

Fla.

a8

Idaho

Ill.

Ind.

[owa

KYeo
Lae.

Maine

Md.

Masse.

Mich.

Minne.

Misse

MOe

Mont.

Nebr.

Nev.

Nedoe

NeYe

Ne Me.
NeCoe

NeDo

ohio

Okla

Ore.

Average
Maximum

Design
Drv=bulb

City

31irmingham oc
Mobile 04

Phoenix 110

Little Rock 95

Los Angeles 38
San Franclsco RO

Denver =0

New Haven ll

Nashington mo

Jacksonville

Tampa
Atlanta

Savannah

Bolse

Chicago
Peoria

Indianapolis
Des Molnes

Louisville

New Orleans

Portland

Baltimore

Boston

Detroit

Minneapolis
Vicksburg
Xansas City
3t. Louis

Helena

Lincoln

Reno

Trenton

Albany
Buffalo

New York

Santa Fe

Asheville

Nilmington
Bismarck

Cleveland

Cincinnati

Oklahoma City
Portland

8
05

33

21

"0

50

39

33

38

38

34

95

02

23

37

23

23

23

30

33

71

37
 4

=

28

27

93

96

83

Summer Prevalling
Design Wind Summer

Wet=-bulb Velocity Wind
MPH Direction

ts
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6.0
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8.0

7.0

Tel
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10e3

Bed
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Ded

Ted

De¢3

Ted
10.0

71

12.2

12.9

B. Bed
75 De6
TC 7.8

£ Be8

75 0.9

75 G6

76 10.1

B55 Be6

3W

VE

SW

“W

W
}

 2

NW

~W
} 1 ‘

 BE7.

A

{

 Ww

 WY

 wSE

SW

 Ww
 WwW

An

T

SE

SE

SW

NW

SW

3
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Table I (Continued)

State

Pa.

Re Te
S3.Ce

Fenn.

Texas

Otah

Vte

Ta.

Nash,

NeVa.

Nis.

NyOe

City

Philadelphla
Pittsburgh
Providence

Charleston

3reenville

Chattanooga
Memphls
Dallas

Falveston

San Antonio

Houston

El Paso

Salt Lake City

Burlington
Norfolk

Richmond

Seattle

Spokane
Parkersburg
Madison

Milwaukee

Cheyenne

Average Summer  Prevalling
Maximum Design Wind Summer

Design Wet=bulb Velocity Wind
Dry-~bulb MPH Direction

Oe

9.0

10.0

049

6.8

6e5
’ 7¢5

TI Ded

=D Je

1C0 Te4

hb le
"3 669

5 Be2

25 B89 y

21 7 10.9 3

95 76 Ge2 SW

33 51 7.9 S

89 63 6565 SW
90 74 Ded SE

39 73 8el SW

87 72 10.4 S

35 62 9.2 S

3

‘BE

maximum temperatures nor average temperatures, but they have

Deen chosen after considerable study of the Weather Bureau

records as the temperature that 1s not exceeded more than 5 to

3 per cent of the time during June, July, August and September

for an average year. Therefore, the refrigeration load made

up bv the transmission, sun effect, and outside air 1s a maxi-

mum only 5 to 8 per cent of the season and ranges from zero to

maximum 92 to 95 per cent of the time.



Variation of Climate Load.

The total load on an air cooling plant may, tov ad-

vantage, be divided into the Internal load and the climate

load. Such factors as heat from lights and heat and moisture

from occupancy constitute the internal load, while the climate

load varies with the sun intensity and outdoor wet and dry

bulb temperatures. When the outdoor temperatures equal the

corresponding indoor temperatures and the sun is not shining,

the climate load approaches zero. On the other hand, the

internal load is practically constant irrespective of the

satdoor conditions. |

Fig. 1, based on a maximum wet bulb temperature c.

75 deg and a maximum dry bulb temperature of 95 deg, shows

the effect of a drop in outdoor wet bulb temperature on the

refrigerating capacity required to take care of the internal

load for theaters and office bulldings. These two types of

spaces have been selected as 1llustrating the essential 4iff-

erence between internal and climate loads and their effect

on operating costs. A theater load is largely an internal

load, and the reduction in cooling effect required is much

less than the office bullding where the internal load is rel-

atively small. In theaters, the reduction in tonnage as the

veather becomes cooler 1s not so much as might be expected,

and even when the outdoor wet bulb temperature falls as low

as 61 deg still 70 per cent of maximum capacity is required.

Rooms in an office building having a northern expos-

ire require only 33 per cent of maximum capacity when the





outdoor wet bulb temperature falls to 61 deg. A room heavily

insulated and without windows would require approximately 100

per cent of maximum capacity, regardless of the outdoor condi-

tions, and the curve for such a construction would accordingly

fall to the right of the theater curve. The maximum capacity

required in this case would, of course, be less than for a

more normal construction, but tne percentage of maximum capaci-

ty required with a falling outdoor temperature would be greater.

HEAT TRANSMISSION

¥henever ¢ ¢ “"~rence in temperature exists between

the two sides of any structural material, such as a wall or

roof of a building, a transfer of heat takes place through

that materlal., When the Inside temperature is the higher,

heat reaches or enters the inside surface of the wall by

radiation and convection, because the alr and objects within

the building are always warmer than the inside surface of the

wall when the Inside alr temperature t 1s greater than the

outside air temperature ty. This heat must then pass through

the material of the wall from the inside to the outside sur-

face by conduction, and is finally given off from the outside

surface by radiation and convection, provided, of course, that

equilibrium has been established and all four temperatures are

constant. If the outdoor temperature is the higher, the re-

verse process takes place.



Calculations for Transmission Losses.

The generally accepted method of computing the

heat transfer through a bullding structure 1s that found in

-he Guide of the American Society of Heating and Ventilating

Engineers, and the following equations are taken from that

booke

The calculations for heat transmission losses are

made by multiplying the area A in square feet of wall, glass,

roof, floor. or material through which the loss takes place,

hy the proper coefficient U for such construction or material

and by the temperature difference between the inside ai» tem-

perature t at the proper level (in many cases not the breathing-

line) and the outside air temperature t,o. Therefore,

q, --AU(t=t4)

vhsre

dy ~=-Btu per hour transmitted through the material of the
wall, glass, roof or floor.

4 area in square feet of wall, glass, roof, floor, or

material, taken from bullding plans or actually meas-
ured. (Use the net inside or heated surface dimen-

sions in all cases).

: ==wtemperature difference between inside and outside alr,

in which t must always be taken at the proper level.
 a

Areas where Trangmfe~ion T.eercsa Occur: Heat 1s trans-

mitted into a bullding through all of those surfaces which sepa-

rate cooled spaces from the outside air or from warmer spaces

within the building. In general, five kinds of surfaces are in-

volved: (1) outside walls; (2) outside glass; (3) inside walls

or partitions next to warmer spaces; (4) ceilings of upper floors



aither below a warm attic space or as the underside of a roof

slab; and (5) floors of cooled rooms above a warm space.

The net outslde wall surface 1s usually determined

by reference to the scale plans and elevations of the building

concerned. In some cases, of course, the actual bullding may

have to be measured. The total area of all outside openings

vhich are occupled by windows and doors 1s accurately measured

and listed as glass. The glass area 1s then deducted from the

total outside wall area for each room and the difference is

the net wall — The outside wall areas for any floor should

be based on the vertical floor-to-floor heights and the hori-

zontal distance from center to center of partitions separating

jifferent rooms. If there are no partitions, measure from in-

31de face of one wall to inside face of next wall. The areas

of walls, ceilings and floors next to warm or untreated spaces

are found, of course, by taking the inside dimensions of such

areas, measured on the cooled side.

Joeffinrtants of Transmission.

The coefficients of trsnsmission may be determined

by means of the guarded hot box or the Nicholls Heat Meter,

or they may be calculated from fundamental constants. Because

of the unlimited number of combinations of building materials,

it would be impractical to attempt to determine by test the

heat transmission coefficients of every type of construction

in use; consequently, in most cases it 1s advisable to calcul-

ate these coefficients. The American Society of Heating and



Ventilating Engineers has compiled the value of coefficients

for many types of construction, and these values can be found

in their Gulde.

Symbols: The following symbols are used 1n heat

cransmission formulae:

U--Thermal transmittance or over-all coefficient of

heat transmission and is the amount of heat expressed in Btu

transmitted in one hour per square foot of the wall, floor,

roof or ceiling for a difference in temperature of 1 deg F

between the air on the inside and outside of the wall, floor,

roof, or celling.

k=-Thermal conductivity and is the amount of heat

expressed in Btu transmitted in one hour through 1 sq ft of

r homogeneous material 1 in. thick for a difference in tem-

perature of 1 deg F between the two surfaces of the material.

The conductivity of any material depends on the structure of

the material and its density. Heavy or dense materials, the

weight of which per cubic foot is high, usually transmit more

heat than light or less dense materials, the weight of which

per cubic foot is low.

C=--Thermal conductance and is the amount of heat ex-

pressed in Btu transmitted in one hour through 1 sq ft of a

non-homogeneous material for the thickness or type under con-

sideration for a difference in temperature of 1 deg F between

the two surfaces of the material. Conductance 1s usually used

to designate the heat transmitted through such heterogeneous
materials as plaster board and hollow clay tile.

f--Film or surface conductance and 1s the amount of

heat expressed in Btu transmitted by radiation, conduction
and convection from a surface to the air surrounding it, or

vice versa, in one hour per square foot of the surface for a

jifference in temperature of 1 deg between the surface and

the surrounding air. To differentiate between inside and

outside wall (or floor, roof or ceiling) surfaces, fi 1s used

to designate the inside film or surface conductance and fj
the outside film or surface conductance.

a=--Thermal conductance of an alr space and is the

amount of heat expressed in Btu transmitted by radiation,
conduction and convection in one hour through an area of 1

8q ft of an alr space for a temperature difference of 1 deg F.

The conductance of an air space depends on the mean absolute

temperature, the width, the position and the character of the

materials enclosing it.

R-=Resistance or reri-tivity which is the reciprocal



of transmission, conductance, or conductivity, l.e.:

es =v OVer-all or air-"--Ir r° To oance,

J == internal resistivity.

i -=- internal resistance.

1 - 11m or surface resi-%5~nc Ye

air-space resistance.

Fundamental Formulae: The formula of the over-all

coefficient for a simple wall x inches thick is:

&gt;

1

TIx
TtEtT

and for a compound wall of several materials having thick-

nesses in inches of xj, Xo, Xs etc., the coefficlent 1s:

]

— +r etc.

In the case ¢f alr-space construction, an alr-space

coefficient for each air space must be inserted. Thus for a

simple wall with one air space,

J
Ti ———

+
Tx

Tota

and for a simple wall of several air spaces having conductanc=-

os of aj, as, az, etc., the coefficient is:



J

a
k

a:

BRee
—

+
L

ax ao + az e °

Nith certain special forms of materials which have

irregular air spaces (such as hollow tile) or are otherwise

non-homogeneous, it 1s necessary to use the conductance (C)

For the unit construction, in which case _X_ 1s replaced by

L

7

As in the case of the simple wall, f4 and f, are

always the inside and outside surface coefficients for the

two materials in contact with air. If the air is still (no

vind), then for the same material f4 and fy, are the same,

and f4--f4; but, if the outside air is in motion, then fg

is always greater than fy and will increase as the wind vel-

ocity increases. Values for f4 in still and moving alr have

been determined for various building materials at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota. The range of values for ordinary bullding

materials is comparatively small and for practical purposes

may be assumed constant for either still air or any given wind

velocity, particularly in view of the fact that the surface

resistances usually comprise only a small part of the total

resistance of the construction, except in the case of thin,

highly conductive walls.

In designing a heating plant it becomes necessary

to allow for an extra heat loss on the windward side of the

ouilding, because the wind removes the warm, stagnant air

film on the outer surface of the wall and increases the heat

loss. It is not necessary to make any such allowance when



Figuring the maximum cooling load because the fllm of alr

absorbs heat from the hot surface of the wall and becomes much

warmer than the outslde alr temperature. When the wind re-

noves this film of hot alr it reduces the heat flow into the

building and decreases the cooling load.

¥hile most building materials have surfaces which

show similar characteristics as far as the transmission of

heat 1s concerned, it is a well-known fact that certain sur-

faces such as aluminum bronze, gold bronze, aluminum foil,

or in fact any metallic, highly polished surface presents a

sreater resistance to heat transmission than the surface of

the averanse bullding material.

The greater heat resistance of such metallic sur-

Faces 1s due primarily to their higher reflectivity and con-

sequent lower emissivity of radiant heat. The use of multiple

layers of metallic surfaces, combined with air spaces of low

resistance, provides a dec“’»ite insulating effect.

Adjacent Rooms.

If there 13 an unheated or uncooled room adjacent

to the room for which the heat transmission is to be figured,

some temmerature for the partition which separates the two

rooms must be assumed. Good practice is to take this tempera-

ture as the mean between that out of doors and that of the room

vhich 13 under consideration. In computing the heat trans-

miseien through a floor or celling between a conditioned room

and an untreated room, the temperature of the latter likewilse



may be assumed as the mean temperature. That is, if it is

90 deg F outside and 70 deg PF inside the attlc temperature 1s

assumed to be 80 deg Fe.

The temperature in an attic space which has no

windows, dormers, vertical walls or other openings to the

outside may be calculated as follows:

 ee tUce + nt Up

Uo + 00

vhere

%
Jee

Ty -

Po
ad inside temperature near the ceiling under the attic.

cemperature in the attic.
temperature outside. |

coefficient of heat transmission of the celling.
coefficient of heat transmission of the roof.

ratio of the area of the roof to the area of the

celling.

The same process applied to a room adjacent to a

conditioned room would permit the temperature of that room to

be calculated accurately, since the heat passing between the

conditioned room and the adjacent rocm must equal the heat

passing between the adjacent room and the outside. The appli-

cation of this heat transfer can be arranged as follows:

Hit + Hot,

He + Hy

vhere

o -"
Ea

to ="
Hy

 oH 2
-

temperature of the conditioned room.

semperature of the adjacent unconditioned room.

temperature outside.

heat loss or heat gain through walls, glass, celling
and floor, in Btu for one degree difference in tem-

serature from the conditioned room to the uncondition-
ed room.

heat loss or heat gain through the walls, glass, ceil-
Ing or floor in Btu for one degree difference in tem-

perature from the conditioned room to the outside.



The following table of temperatures for uncondl-

tioned adjacent rooms 1s taken from the Kelvinator Alr Con-

Jitioning Manual:

"APPROXIMATE INDOOR TEMPERATURES FOR UNCONDITIONED SPACES

outside Design Inside Outside Design Inside
Drv Bulb Drv Bulb Dry Bulb Dry Bulb

110

109

108

107

106

105

104

103

102

101

100

29

28

27

26

13

39

58

317

-6

26

o

~

-

-

-

“'
tm

~ p-

oe)

SO
ot

.

~

oe

20

39

24

2d

22

J1

20

29

38

37

36

R5

34

33

32

21

20

33

A

36

265
ay

-

“4

33

32

Tl

BO

79

79

78
~ry

This tabulation cf temperatures asswues that there is no heat

generation within the indoor space, and that there ic no alr-

conditioning or forced circulation of outdecer air throush this

indoor srace.

This tabulation dces nct gpply to spaces which are on the top

floor directly under sun-exposed rccfs, or for spaces which

have an exceptional amount of sun-exposed glass surface ir the

confining walls and cellingse



ATR FILTRATIOR

Infiltration (or exfiltration) losses are those

resulting from the displacement of cooled alr in a bullding

by warm outside alr, the interchange taking place through

various apertures ln the building, such as cracks around doors,

vindows, fireplaces and chimneys. This leakage of air must

be considered in cooling calculations.

Causes of Air Leakage.

A building is a shell in which the internal press-

are in general is not in equilibrium with the external press-

are. At some places, the latter is greater than the former,

and inflow will occur in such reglons through any openings

In the wall whether large or small. At other places the re-

verse 1s true. The internal pressure automatically assumes

a value to correspond to the requirement that outflow must

aqual inflow. The agencles that cause leakage are the natur=-

al forces of wind and temperature difference, and those pro-

duced by fans If any are used. A consideration of all factors

Involved in causing pressure difference at various places

about a bullding would present an exceedingly complex problem.

In tall, single story buildings, the chimney effect

caused by the inside-outside temperature difference becomes

a factor of importance. Even in multi-story bulldings it

usually is not possible to isolate the several floors complete-~

ly, and chimney effect 1s operative to a considerable degree,

tending to force alr out at the lower levels snd in at the

apper.



Since the full force of the wind usually is not the

of fective pressure differential, owing to back pressure built

up within the building, the actual amount of infiltration 1s

agsumed to be 80 per cent of that determined in laboratory

sxperiments.

Alr Leakage Through Walls.

The A.S.H.V.E. Gulde gives data on infiltration

through brick and frame walls. The brick walls listed are

walls which show poor workmanship and which are constructed

of porous brick and lime mortar. For good workmanship, the

leakage through hard brick walls with cement-lime mortar does

not exceed one-third the values given. These tests indicate

that plastering reduces the leakage by about 96 per cent; a

heavy coat of cold water paint, 50 per cent; and 3 coats of

011 paint carefully applied, 28 per cent. The infiltration

through walls ranges from 6 to 25 per cent of that through

windows and doors in a l0-story office building, with im-

perfect sealing of plaster at the baseboards of the rooms.

Nlith perfect sealing the range is from 0.5 to 2.7 per cent

or a practically negligible quantity, which indicates the

importance of good workmanship in proper sealing at the base=

board. It will be noted that the infiltration through prop-

3rly plastered walls can be neglected.

Nindow Leakage.

The amount of infiltration in cubic feet per hour

ner foot of crack for various types of windows is given in



the Guide. For window and sash leskage, the length of crack

In double~-hung windows 1s equal to the perimeter of sash plus

length of meeting rail. For steel sash the length of crack

is the aggregate perimeter of the movable or ventilating sect-

fons plus the linear feet of sash section in contact with steel

work (at a different leakage rate) at mullions. The crack

length for frame windows (when frame 1s not calked) is the

perimeter of the frame. Steel sash frame properly grouted

with cement mortar into brickwork or concrete is not to be

counted as crack. A study of storm sash leads to the con-

clusion that they are of little value in reducing infiltra-

tion when applied to well fitted windows, but that a reduction

of 50 per cent might be expected when storm sash are applied

to poorly fitted or loose windows. Inflltration through

door cracks may be assumed to be twice that of window cracks.

Vind Velocitv to ba Chosen.

Although all authorities do not agree upon the value

of the wind velocity that should be chosen for any given local-

ftv. 1t is common engineering practice to use the average wind

velocity during the three warmest months of the year. Average

wind velocities for the months of June, July, August and Sept-

ember for various cities in the United States are given in

Table T.

Ix considering both the transmlsgion and inflltration

losses. the more exact procedure would be to select the out-

side temperature and the wind velocity corresponding thereto,

based on Weather Bureau records, which would result in the



naximum cooling demand. Since the proportion of transmission

and infiltration losses varies with the construction and 1s

11 fferent for every building, the proper combinaticen of tem-

perature and wind velocity to be selected would be different

For every type of bullding, even in the same locality. Further-

nore, such a procedure would necessitate a laborious cut-and-

try process in every case in order to determine the worst com-

hination of conditions for the bullding under consideration.

[t would also be necessary to consider heat lag due to heat

capacity in the case of heavy masonry walls, and other factors

to arrive at the most accurate solution of the problem. Al-

“hough heat capacity should be considered wherever possible,

it is seldom possible to accurately determine the worst com-

bination of outside temperature and wind velocity for a given

ouilding and locality.

Crack Used for Computations.

In no case should the amount of crack used for com-

outation be less than half of the total crack in the outside

valls of the room. Thus, in a room with one exposed wall,

take all the crack; with two exposed walls, take the wall

naving the most crack; and with three or four exposed walls,

take the wall having the most crack; but in no case take less

than half the total cracke For a bullding having no partitions

shatever wind enters through the cracks on the windward side

must leave through the cracks on the leeward side. Therefore,

take one-half the total crack for computing each side and end

&gt;f the building.



The amount of alr leakage is sometimes roughly es-

-imated by assuming a certain number of alr changes per hour

For each room, the number of changes assumed belng dependent

apon the type, use and location of the room, as indicated in

Table TIT.

Table II

AIR CHANGES TAKING PLACE UNDER AVERAGE CONDITIONS EXCLUSIVE

OF AIR PROVIDED FOR VENTILATION

Kind ¢f Room or Building

Number of Air Changes

Taking Place.
Per Hour

Rooms, . side expocsed...-

Rooms, 2 sides exposed....

Rooms, 3 sides exposedecececcceassnsnanasa
Rooms, 4 sldes exposedecesesccesccsscsscs-
Rooms with no windows or outside doors...

Entrance HallSeeea.

Reception Halls...
Living RoOmSeses.

Dining ROOMSesecacee
Bath ROOMSeceeesooacncansacesoennnnn

Drug Storeseee..
Clothing StOoreSeccecsescceccec-cosoce-
Churches, Factories, Lofts, etCeceoe-.

0%
“0 3

 0 2

y 2A

=. ) dB

 ~-~ 8 2 @ B®

a 9 § i to3

SOLAR RADIATION

The effect of solar radiation on the amount of

heat absorbed or lost by a bullding is ordinarily neglected

in computing capacity required in a projected heating system.

This 1s quite permissible in heating work since the absorp-

tion of radiant energy on sunshiny days means only a slightly



reduced load on the heating system, while on cloudy days it

is zero. The advent of cooling by refrigeration as an adjunct

to summer air conditioning necessitates a closer analysis, for

radiant solar energy, absorbed by the building, constitutes

a much greater proportion of the summer cooling load than of

the winter heating load. Moreover, heat absorbed from this

source adds to the ordinary cooling requirements and increases

the maximum capacity of the equipment required, whereas it does

not affect the maximum capacity for which the heating system

must be designed.

The total amount of radiant energy falllng on any

oullding during the day may be considerable, and much care

should be used to reduce the fraction actually absorbed to

the smallest possible value. The absorption varies greatly

vith the condition and material of the absorbing surface, rooms

vith a high ratio of wall and roof surface to cubic ccntents

heing at a particular disadvantage. The radiation through

mmshaded windows is a particularly serious item.

FactorsInfluencing the Intensity of Sun Radiation.

The energy passing a unit area perpendicular to the

direction of the sun's rays, if measured at a polnt outside

“he earth's atmosphere and at a fixed distance from the sun,

ls very nearly constant, varying about plus or minus l.5 per

cent under the influence of solar storms and other solar con-

iitions not accurately predictable. The amount passing unit

area within the earth's atmosphere depends on a great many



things and varles greatly, especially with atmospheric changes.

However, since maximum values are of particular Interest, con-

sideration need be given only to clear, dry days.

Because of atmospheric absorption of energy before

it reaches the surface of the earth, the energy intensity re-

reived is dependent on the amount of atmosphere traversed

and, hence, on the altitude of the sun and the elevation of

the observer. For example, the amount of atmosphere traversed

vith the sun at altitude 90 deg is just one-half that with

3ltitude 30 deg.

Data on this point are shown in Table III for a

few locations. It should be noted that a distinct difference

is noticeable between ae.me and pem. intensities for the same

solar altitude, intensities being much lower during the later

hours of the day. The formation of ozone in the upper atmos-

phere .and the vaporization of moisture into the lower atmos-

phere, both of which decrease atmospheric transmission, offer

an explanation of this difference. In industrial districts

the dust and smoke content of the air in different directions

from the point of observation may be an important factor.

The distance of the sun at different periods of the year varies

about 3.3 per cent and, hence, the energy intensity shows a

&gt;orresponding variation of 6.7 per cent, other things being

aqual.

Since it is desired to know the amount of energy

falling on a given surface and not on a surface perpendicular



Table III

SOLAR RADIATION OBSERVATIONS

(Taken from Monthly Weather Review, 1928)

Io in Btu. per hr. per sq. ft. averaged from intermittent

readings.

Solar Altitude

Vashington, D.C.

L1.3

14.3

19.3

30

30

50

19.3
14 ~

deg

Vv

139

173

221

292

219

176

JI

»

!

lL

&gt;

a

Jul

113

135

1:1

Avie

125

Sept.

L42

L66
3 a2

ladison, Wis.

11.3 deg
14,3

1943

20

30

30

19.3
1.

hh

241

205

A &amp; @

243

254

298

2H”9

B

Lincoln, Neb.

Lle3 deg
14,3
19.3

30

20

30

19.3

14.3

‘1.7

175

190

237

501

254
3

199

225

259

zn
.

&gt;

166

139

r

186

221

259

214

254

¢ 214

L. 184

1585 166

155

175

20



50 the direction of the sun's rays, the orientation of the

plane involved becomes an important factor. The calculation

of the angle of incldence of the sun's rays at any glven

point 1s qulte involved, but tables have been constructed by

3¢ A. Hendrickson and J. He. Walker by means of which the true

radiation effect can be qulckly figured.

Calculation of Radiation Intensity.

The intensity of solar en~vgy passing a given plane

may be exr—~3sed as

[«-XT

vhere

"--intensity, Btu per hr per sq ft of area in the absorb-

ing plane.
[,--intensity, Btu per hr per sq ft of area in a plane

perpendicular to the direction of the sun's rays.

K=--cosine of the angle between the direction of the

sun's rays and a line perpendicular to the absorbing

plane.

TYalues of I, are best determined for each locality

by pyrheliometric readings since, as previously noted, it

varles greatly with local conditions. Measured outside the

cartht's atmosphere and at mean distance of the earth from the

sun, I would be very nearly constant at 429 Btu per hr per

3g fte In general, then

[ 29

vhere a. the coefficient of atmospheric transmission, varies

vetween 0.6 and 0.9 for different stations within the borders

Of the United States with the sun in the meridian. Some data



on I, are given in Table IIT. Information on the variation

5f a 1s available in Bulletin 79 of the Kational Research

council, pages 37-44. The foregolng expression for I, is

an average value and applles for the earth at mean distance

from the sun.

Tables V-VIII inclusive, give values of K for ver-

tical planes (walls and windows) at 0 deg, 15 deg, 30 deg,

15 deg and 60 deg., North or South latitude and for each hour

&gt;f the day that the sun shines. Table IX gives values of K

for horizontal planes (flat roofs).

These five tables permit a fairly accurate determina-

tion of the amount of energy falling on a given plane when I,

Is known. Unfortunately, it is not an easy matter, except in

a few simple cases, to pass from this information to a deter-

nination of the amounts of this energy that are reflected, ab-

sorbed, reradiated, lost to the surroundings by conduction,

and transmitted through the material of the plane on which

they fall. Fortunately, however, the simplest case is the

one of most importance in the determination of summer cooling

loads, namely, the transmission of solar energy through window

slass. In this case about 85 per cent to 93 per cent (depending

on the thickness and cleanliness of the glass) of the heat

striking the area is transmitted through ordinary clear glass.

It is of interest to note how the disposition of the

sxterior surface affects the varlation in cooling loads. Rooms

vith a large eastern exposure will have a very pronounced dally

maximum during the morning hours, whereas a large expanse of



horizontal roof wlth skylights or &amp; large western exposure

rive maxima at noon or in the afternoon, respectively. There

{s also a seasonal variation of these maxima. Bulldings

having a relatively large wall area as compared to the roof

area will normally have their maximum daily maxima in late

summer when the sun is low, while low flat buildings with a

relatively large roof area will experience thelr greatest

laily maxima in early swmmer (June in northern latitudes,

December in southern) when the sun reaches its maximum altitud-

2Se

The values of K given take no account of the diffuse

radiant energy from a clear illuminated sky. This item is

about 10 to 15 per cent as great as the maximum value of direct

solar radiation (measured in a direction perpendicular to the

sun's rays) for horizontal planes and about 5 or 6 per cent

for vertical planes. If a portion of the sky 1s shaded from

che surface considered, these percentages would be correspond-

ingly reduced.

Explanation cf the Tables.

The - moth of a wall as used in Tables V-VIII,

inclusive, 1s the angle in degrees between the exterior of

he wall and = meridian plane, measured clockwise from the

south. The definition is 1llustrated in Fig. 2.

The solar altitude of Table III is the angular dis-

cance of the sun gbove the horizon measured in a vertical

plane.



 &gt; mm

fsck N

-—

eridian

lane

Fig. 7

Azimuths of different walls of building referred

to in sample calculations. The azimuth A is always
measured clockwise from the south into the exterior

of the wall.



Table IV

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF PRINCIPAL CITIES IN THE

UNITED STATES

Atlanta...

Baltimoree..-

BOSTONeessessessssvssnnee

BuffalOeececceceacrsccacccn

ChiCc8g0eesscceccssces
Cincinnatleecececceenersese

Clevelandeecececsoensr~oasece

DallBBesesesssnrsscsasscne

DeNVe recess oscscosscsoscoccssse
EPO Ecru sass snssess nes

Indianapolisececcecccccees
Los AngeleSecccecoc---20-
Louisvilleeeeersoc-o-vee

MemphisSeeesos-
Miamleeooeoeosesn-
Milwaukeeoso-
Minneapolis...-
New OrleanSeec- -~eccsscceose

New YOrKeeeeooo-

Philadelphia..-
Pittsburgh...-
Ste LOUlSececcccsn

San FrancisCOee-ae

Seattleeceeceecen

Nashingtone.e.

Longitude Latitude
33 45"

39 156

42 25

42 50

41 45

39 10

41 30

32 45

39 45

42 20

39 45

34

38

35

25

43

5

*D

0

0

40 25

38 40
37 45

47 40

238 50

T€

71
7a

’

B87

84

81

96

105

83

86

118

85

90

30

38

23

20

74

75

30

20

L122

122
rv;

0

45

45

5

10

15

45

15

15

10

50

20

Month Jan Feb IMar jApr pre jun |Tul jAug sep oct Jvov| pec
ny | PO |

Day

Table No. No.Late.

for Verti-

sal Planes So.Late.

T VI | ITT VI

711 | VI VI VII

Section of jAcslat,
Table IX for

Horiz.Planea '0.lat.

1 o |
A

5 A 2 2
|v4

 lb
-

[oo

fig. Sd

Chronological determination of tables in which K values for

iifferent seasons of the yvear are found.



Table Y

VALUES OF K FOR VERTICAL PLANES

Mar. 8 to Apr. 3 and Sept. 11 to Oct. 5
for either North or South latitudes

Local

Time Azimuth scales for values of K in black.
AM cme —cacwee=( 15 30 45 60 75

ML, =e=180 165 150 135 120 10°
1.000 C.966 0.866 Je 10% 0.500 Ue! 59
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» 866 « 837 +750 «612 «433 «224
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» 000 » 000 «000 «000 » 000 «000
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2 224
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2
=

6
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Table VI

VALUES OF K FOR VERTICAL PLANES

Apr. 3 to May 2 and Aug. 10 to Sept. 11 for locations
in North latitudes. Feb. 7 to Mar. 8 and Oct. 5 to

Nove 3 for locations in South latitudes.

Local

Time Azimuth scales for values of K in black.
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Table VII--VALUES OF K FOR VERTICAL PLANES

May 2 to Aug. 10 for locations in North latitudes.
Nove 3 to Feb. 7 for locations in South latitudes.

Local Time Azimuth scales for values of K in black.
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Table VIII

VALUES OF K FOR VERTICAL PLANES

Feb. 7 to Mar. 8 and Oct. 5 to Nove 3 for locations

In North latitudes. Apr. 3 to May 2 and Aug. 10 to
Sept. 11 for locations in South latitudes.

Local Time Azimuth scales for values of XK in black.
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Table IX*

VALUES OF K FOR HORIZONTAL PLANES

Local Time

A.M P.M. 0)
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#Key to sections of this table are given in Fig. 3,



Table IV and Fig. 3 may be used to help locate the

correct table for use with different seasons of the year, and

for different locations in the United States.

All tables are computed for apparent solar time

and three solar positions, O deg, 10 deg, and 20 deg, from

the equator. It 1s intended that when the sun 1s within 5 deg

of one of these positions the value of K computed for that

position be used. This is the significance of Fig. 3.

Local mean solar time may be substituted for apparent

solar time. The difference is never more than 16 min. and 1s

usually much less. To obtain local mean solar time from stand-

ard time:

2 R,o-
3 or -

vhere

f==local mean solar time, in hr.

tg=-standard time in hr.
Le=-longitude of location.

Lm=--longitude of meridian on which standard time 1s based.

The standard time zones In the United States are:

P’ime Zone

Atlantic

Fastern

Central

Mountain

Pacific

Meridian West from Greenwich

50C
75

90
105

120

Sample Computation.

Suppose 1t is desired to know the solar energy fall-

Ing on the walls and roof of a building situated as shown in

Fige 2, located at 30 deg north latitude and 82 deg 30 min



longitude west from Greenwlch, on July 28.

This defines the problem, and to solve 1t proceed

ns follows: First, get the details of the problem clear.

Nhat 1s desired is to find values of K for use in the formula

[--KIoe To solve this problem entirely this formula must be

applied to each of the four walls, and to the roof separately.

As the value K changes with different hours of the day, it

w1ll be well to find 1t for all daylight hours. The most con=-

venient way to do this 1s to set up a table and enter the values

ag they are found. This table, therefore, will contain five

solumns for the K's, one each for the southeast wall, south-

vest wall, northwest wall, northeast wall, and one for the

roof. As the tables are based on solar (or local) time, while

standard time for the time zone 1s the one usually carried on

watches, there willl be two columns for time, one for the stand-

ard time and one for the solar time.

With the table set up one can proceed with the sol-

ution. First, set down the daylight hours as standard time.

#ith thls case, the time will be eastern standard, since the

location is between 75 deg and 90 deg west longitude. Apply

the time equation for each hour and find the mean solar time.

Enter in the mean solar (or local) time column.

With the times entered, the next step 1s to deter-

mine 1n which of the tables the values of K for the walls and

the roof willl be found. Fig. 3 gives the key to this. Use 1t

a8 follows: Slnce July 25 is the day under consideration,

look under the column marked July opposite North latitude



and find numeral VII. This indicates that value of K for walls

#111 be found in Table VII. In the same way, under July onnos=-

{te North latitude find the figure 5. This indicates that

values of K for the roof will be found in section 5 of Table

[X. This locates the proper tables and one is now ready to

solve as soon as the azimuths of the building walls are deter-

mined. This 1s best done by actually making a drawing like

sige 2 belng careful to measure the azimuth clockwise from the

south into the exterior cf the wall.

The use of Table VII can be illustrated by finding

7alues of K for the southeast walle Values for other walls

are found in exactly the same way. Lhe latitude being 30 deg

in the example, enter Table VII at the section marked latitude

30 deg at the left. In the first column it is found that sun-

rise occurs between 5 a.m. and 6 a.m., and sunset between 6 p.m.

and 7 p.m. local time. The figures in the table are then sat

hourly intervals from 6 a.ms.to 6 peme The azimuth of the

southeast wall 1s 30 deg (from Fig. 2).

The construction of Tables V to VIII 1s rather com-

plicated and should be explained. It will be noted that all

Figures from O deg to 180 deg appear twice in the scale of

azimuth values across the top of the tables, the same being

true of values from 180 deg to 360 deg at the bottom. When

the azimuth scale at the top is being used, only values of K

In black type are to be considered. If when reading into a

particular square in the table and using the azimuth scale

at the top there is no black type in that position, this in-



dicates that K for that case 1s O. Exactly the same ls true

when using the scale at the bottom and reading up. Here only

red figures are used, and if there are no red figures, K is 0.

Since there are two azimuth scales at both top and

bottom, arrow heads are used at the left to show the azimuth

scale to be used. Thus, in all cases, for morning hours the

apper azimuth scale at the top or the lower scale at the bottom

of the table is the one to be used. The tables are so arranged

solelv to save space. Doubling the szimuth scales need not

be confusing if care is taken to distinguish between the types.

For the example being considered with an azimuth of

30 deg, the figures will be found on the upper azimuth scale

at the ton for morning hours, and the lower scale at the top

For afternoon hours. At 6 a.m. the value of K will thus be

Found to be 0.666; at 7 a.me it will be 0.699. Enter these

figures in the table and continue to noon, when K is 0.087.

Now passing to the afternoon, the reading at 1 p.m. one must

read under 30 deg in the lower column on the top scale and

Find .132, but this is in red type. This means that the value

of I” 1s zero, and it is so entered in the table. The same 1s

true for all afternoon hours for the southeast wall.

The northwest wall has an azimuth of 210 deg and must

be read on the bottom azimuth scales. Proceeding in the same

vay as for the southeast wall, find the columns for 210 deg

on the bottom scales. At 6 a.m. find the figure 0.666 In

black type. Bearing in mind that when using azimuth scales

at the bottom, black type indicates a XK value of zero, it is



found that there are no values of K above zero during any of

the morning hours for the northwest wall. In the afternoon,

however, one finds that at 1 pem. there 1s a value of 132 in

red type. Enter this in the table, and continue for other

afternoon hours.

These cases 1llustrate the use of Tables V to VIII.

For the roof, use Table IX as follows: It has already been

noted that for this example section 5 of Table IX 1s to be

nsede Beside section 5 find the word "Black". This means

that section 5 includes all black type in the lower third of

the table.

In this case, for latitude 30 deg, read under the

30 deg column and begin at 6 a.me This gives 171, and since

this is in black, include it in the tagble. It will be noted

that values in black will be found till 6 peme At 7 pem.,

however, one finds a red figure. Thls means that at "” nem.,

K equals zero for the roof.

When the values have all been found and entered in

the table, it wlll appear as follows for this example:

Kastern Apparent S.E. S.W. NeW N.Ee.

Standard Mean Solar Wall Wall Wall Wall Roof

6:30 a.m

7:30

8:30

9:30

10:30

11:30
12:30 pw

1:30

2:30

3 $30

4:30

0:30

B:30

6:00

7:00

3:00

9:00

10:00

11:00
1.2:00

1:00

2:00

5:00

1:00

5:00

IY

QeMe 0.666

0.699

0.674

0.593

06462

0.289

0.087

0.015

0.150

0.258

De331

De363

D354

0.303

D.213

0.132

06352

0.557

D735

0.873

D.962

0.726 0.171

0.605 0.382

0.460 0.578

De301 0.746

0.139 0.876

0.957

0.985

0.95%

0.876

06746
0.578

0.382

Del71



The values of I, are to be found by local observa=-

tion. If I, --220 Btu per hr per sq ft at 10:30 a.m. on July

25, then the energy falling on the southeast wall is:

T4=-=K 1,
Lo otads x 220

~=101.6 Btu per hr per sq fv

on the northeast wall is:

[41==Ky1
--0.132 x 220

-=29.0 Btu per hr per sq ft

»n the roof 1s:

[ -=K_I
v.-ofsfs x 220

-=-192.7 Btu per hr per sq ft

Phe southwest and northwest walls are shaded.

AFFECT OF SOLAR RADIATION ON HEAT TRANSMISSION

Although solar radiation is an important factor

In the mechanism of heat flow into and out of buildings, 1n

practical heat transmission problems it 1s usual to neglect

the sun effect entirely, to employ coefficients determined

ander steady state conditions, and to consider the average

inside and outside temperatures constant throughout the day.

¥ith this practice, factors are used to take care of wind,

sun effect or its absence, or other unusual conditions in

order to insure the selection of a heating plant sufficiently

large to handle the load on the coldest day, or an air-condi-

tloning system of sufficient capacity for the warmest weather.

The calculation of heat transmitted through walls



and roof does not take into consideration the heat capacity

&gt;f the structure and the consequent time lag in the transmiss-

ion of heat. In the thick walls used in modern office build-

ings the time lag may amount to 10 hours or more. Thus in

nany cases the wall transmission cannot be added directly to

the cooling load from other sources because the peak of the

vall transmission load may not coincide with the peak of the

total cooling load and may even occur after the coollng system

has been shut down for the day. In other cases, however, the

heat wave due to solar radiation may reach the interior at

about the same time that the interior cooling load comes on.

Factors Affecting Periodic Heat Flow.

The flow of heat into an air-conditioned space

through a roof or wall on a hot summer day, because of the

higher outside alr temperature and the solar radlatlon on ths

outer surface, is verv complex. It may be 1llustrated in

Fig. 4, where XY is the roof or wall structure. The impingement

Fico

Factors affecting heat flow

through a structure.



of solar radiation against the outside surface is represented

by A. The intensity of impingement on the surface, X, not

normal to the sun's rays, decreases with the angle of incidence,

I, which 1s a function of time; a part of the energy, B, 1s not

absorbed, but is reflected away. The magnitude ofB is &amp; func-

tion of the character of the surface, X, and of the angle of

reflection, R, which varies with the time of day. The remain-

ing energy, C, 1s absorbed as heat by the surface, X, ralses

1ts temperature enough tc cause the radiation, D, back through

the air, and the convection loss, E, by direct contact with

the air. Also. as the temperature of the surface, X, 1s raised

by the absorption of radiant energy, neat flows in the direction

As the temperature of the surface, X, rises to a maximum

at noon and then recedes, a wave of heat advences towards Fe

Because heat 1s required to raise the temperature of each in-

crement of the distance, X to ¥Y, the rate of heat flow past

any point between X and Y diminishes as the wave penetrates

chrough the structure, and when the wave reaches the surface,

¥Y, it has a much lowered amplitude, dependent upon the concduct-

ivity, density, specific heat and thickness ¢f the materiel in

che wall, the fllm resistance of 1ts lower surface, and the

temperature of the air below. Ihe crest of the wave reaching

che surface, Y, will be delayed a certain time after the crest

at the surface, Xe.

Ee,

Conductivitv. density and specilic heat are factors

which combine to damp out the wave amplitude. In a theoretical

congld~ration of heat transfer they are combined into a single



sonstant called the diffusivity. This combined constant takes

into account the resistance to heat flow and the heat capaclty

rf the structure.

The heat reaching the lower surface tends to bulld

ip its temperature, and a small amount of heat, G, returns

in a reflected wave upward towards X. The magnitude of this

reflected wave also depends upon the physical properties of

“he structure. Only H, the heat entering the alr-conditloned

space below, is of interest to the air-conditioning engineer.

An ideal solution of the problem of heat flow as

affected by solar radiation would give the value of H for all

hours of the day as a function of the intensity of solar radia-

ion perpendicular to the direction of the sun's rays, of the

atmosnheric conditions, and of the physical characteristics

&gt;f the structure. Such a solution involves the following

Factors: the intensity of solar radiation, A, perpendicular

to the direction of the rays; the angle of incidence, I, of

impingement against the surface: the reflected energy, B,

jepending upon the angle of reflection, R; the radiated heat,

D, depending upon the convection from the surface, X; the

jifference in temperature of the surface, X, and the outside

air; the temperature difference between the surfaces, X and Y;

the conductivity, the density, specific heat and thickness of

-he structure: the film resistance for the surfaces, X znd Y;

and the controlled temperature of the air below. This makes

-hirteen factors upon which H depends, the first five of which

are harmonic functions of time.



Unfortunately, the calculations for the transmission

of heat from solar radiation through building walls are too

complicated to be of much practical value to the heating and

rentilating engineer. Approximate results may be obtained by

adding the number of degrees given in Table X to the outside

jesign dry-bulb temperature in calculating the heat trans-

mission through a wall or roof which may be exposed to the

sun for anv appreciable length of time. Table X was obtained

from ¢ study of the data in A.S.H.V.E. research papers on

solar radiation. Black and aluminum painted surfaces repre-

sent the extremes which are likely to occur. For other types

of surfaces, values intermediate between those given in the

table can be used. The data in Table XI were likewise obtalned

"rom A.S.H.V.E. research papers, and while they result prin-

cipally from study of experimental slabs. they rive an 1ldea of the

time lag to be expected in various structures. The incom-

pleteness of this table indicates the need for much more ex-

nerimental work.

Table X

ALLOWANCE FOR SOLAR RADIATION ON ROQFS AND WALLS

Approximate Number of Degrees to Add to Dry-Bulb Temperature
for Different Types of Surfaces.

ype of Surface

Roof, horizontal
East or west wall

South wall

Black

45

350

15

Red Brick or Tile Aluminum
Paint

30

20

10

15

10

5



Table XI

TIME LAG IN TRANSMISSION OF SOLAR RADIATION THROUGH WALLS

AND ROOFS

Type and Thickness oi Wall cr Roof Time lag,
Hours

A Cpt

2=in. pinee¢...
6=in. concretee¢...

1=in, ZCYPSUMesseonc-3-5 -“seene

d=in. concrete and lin. COrkeeceecee-

2=in. iron and cork (equivalent to {

concrete and 2.15=in. cork)e...

iron and cork (equivalent to 5 .

crete and le94=1Ine COrK)ececec-r0cooccsccccs
Iron and cork (equivalent to l6-in. con-

crete and 1l.53=in. cork)ecee-
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SOLAR RADIATION TRANSMITTED THROUGH BARE AND SHADED WINDOWS

Studies made at the Research Laboratory of the

American Soclety of Heating and Ventilating Engineers have

Indicated that solar radiation through windows is a large

portion of the cooling load in summer air conditioning.

study, made by Walker, Sanford, and Wells in cooperation with

che Soclety, of the sources of heat comprising the summer cocl-

ing load in air conditioning a modern office building has shown

solar radiation through windows to be the predominating factor.

consideration of these results by the Committee on Research led

to thelr authorization of an investigation concerning heat gain

chrough windows from solar radiation under different weather

conditions, and as affected by several types and applications

of window shading sppurtenances.



Shades.

shades tested were of the ordinary commercial spring

roll type made of a filled cotton cloth of medium welght.

Their original finish was a buff color, but for some tests

they were painted on the side facing the sun with metallic

aluminum in lacquer. In their standard epplication they over-

lapped the window frame by approximately 1 in. all around and

hung quite snugly to it. For a few tests, wooden cleats were

nailed around the shade to hold it so tightly to the frame

that there was a minimum transfer of convected alr; while for

one inside test, the shade was hung with an air gap of approxi-

nately 1 1/2 in. between its periphery and the frame of the

window to give free clrculation of convected alr. For another

inside test, the shade was half drawn.

Rlindse.

commercial Venetian blinds with two different finishes

vere tested. Some were stained a dark green; and others were

finished by sputtering molten aluminum metal over the wooden

slats to affix a solid metallic aluminum coating which both

reflected and diffused solar energy falling on it. The slats

of all Venetian blinds tested were 2 3/8 in. wide, 1/8 in.

thick. spaced 1 3/4 in. apart. A Venetian blind was considered

to have a standard adjustment when it hung close to the frame

of the window, fully extended, with its slats set at an angle

of 45 deg. so they excluded the sun's rays. For one test the

slats were closed tightly, and for another they were wide open



in a horizontal position. Venetian blinds intended for use

on the outside were designed with features which ensbled them

co be hung away from the window, as an awning wlthout sides,

at any adjustable angle up to about 30 dege Several tests

vere made with such a blind hung as an awning at the maximum

angle, but one test was made with the angle adjusted during

the day to admit a maximum amount of light without any direct

sunshine getting through the sides.

Awnings.

The awnings used in the study were of a commercial

ype having sides and an 8 ln. decorative fringe, made of med-

lum weight striped canvas supported on a steel framework. In

their standard application they projected 44 in. from the build-

Ing and left the tops of the windows at angles of 40 deg. The

tops and sides of the awnings were tightly fastened to the

valls of the house¢ For most tests, the awnings were used

just as purchased (standard finish), but for one test an awn-

Ing was given a heavy coat of metallic aluminum in lacquer on

its outside surface.

Complete shading was accomplished by four large can-

vas shields placed in front of the window to shade the opening

from solar radiation. The nearest canvas was held about 7 in.

from the glass and 5 in. from the wall, and the other three

shields were placed successively farther away and were separated

oy three 4 in. air spaces. This arrangement allowed free air

3irculation between the canvas and the window and between the

Jifferent layers of canvas which eliminated both direct radiation



from the sun and reradiation from the canvas.nearest the glass.

Hence, the only heat transfer through the window should have

been that due to conduction from the stratum of shaded air

nearest the window.

Results of Investigation.

Twenty-five successful tests were made on different

vindow arrangements, with results as listed in Table XII. The

nercentage figures in this table were obtained by dividing the

total amount of heat actually entering through the shaded wine

jow by the total amount.of heat calculated to enter through a

bare window (solar radiation plus glass transmission based on

observed outside glass temperature). For bare windows on which

the sun shines, the transmission of heat from outside alr to

zlass 1s small as the glass temperature is ralsed by the solar

radiation absorbed. Therefore, in calculating the total heat

gain through windows on the sunny sides of buildings, it 1s

sufficiently accurate to figure the total cooling load due to

the window as the solar radiation times the proper percentage

Prom Table XII, and to neglect the heat transmission through

the glass caused by the difference between the temperatures

&gt;f the inside and outside air.

Interception of Solar Radiation by Glass.

A related study was made of the comparative per-

centages of solar radiation intercepted, either by absorp-

ion or reflection, by different kinds and thicknesses of glass

held at various angles of incidence with the sun's rays. Table



Table XII

AVERAGE VALUES FOR WINDOW CONDITIONS

Appurtenance
Adtust= No. of Percent transmiss-

Type Finish Location ment tests ion by appurtenance

Complete Shading

Ven Bl. Al. Outside

Al+4Green

Shade Al.

Ven Bl. *

Awning

Ven Bl.

f

9

Awning Std.

Ven Bl. Al+Green

Shade Buff

AleBuff Inside

Buff

Ven Bl. Al.

Shade Buff

Bare Window

J

Closed

std.

Cleated

Joa

J

2

Adjusted

Sttd.

Wide Open

std. 4

1

As Awning

Std. 2

Cleated

St'd.

3

With Gap

Sttd.

1 Drawn

 -—

Ld

1

11

5

3

15

16

21

po

26

28

29

30

36

45

D3

58

58

3%

Abbreviations:

With Gap=--1% in. between periphery of shade and frame.
St'd--Standard.

Plain canvas awning.

Shade typically applied.
Venetian blind--hanging down--slats at 45 deg.

Al. --Aluminum.

Ven. Bl.--Venetian blind.
As Awn.--Venetian blind adjusted away from window, as awning without side

Adjusted=--Venetian blind used as awning but moved periodically to

keep sun off window.

Wide open--Venetian blind--slats horizontal.
Closed=-=-Venetian blind-~-slats vertical.



XIII gives the percentage of energy lntercepted for the diff-

arent conditions studied. No account was taken in this analy-

gis of the refraction of the rays as they passed through the

rlasse. It will be noted that the relation between the radis-

tion intercepted and the thickness of the glass traversed is

approximately the same whether the thickness results from

placing several pleces of glass normal to the rays, or from

changing the angle of incidence of a single piece. This in-

dicates that the increased interception occasioned by chang-

ing the angle of incidence results from increased absorption

vithin the glass because of 1ts greater thickness rather than

from the reflection, and that reflecticn is nct an importent

factor in heat transfer through a window by solar radietion.

This assumption was used in the analysis cf the data. It

should be pointed out, however, that the decreaseC transmiss-

ion occasioned by the niling up of several pleces of glass

normal to the sun's rays may have resulted frcm partial re-

flections at the several surfaces, rather than from increased

~hickness.

It will be noted that Table XII glves the amount

of heat delivered through the window as 97 per cent of the

solar radiation, which 1s greater than 1s Indicated by the

figures for absorption in Table XIII. The explanation is

"hat nach of the radiation absorbed by the glass 1s delivered

 0 the roome.



Table XIII

SOLAR RADIATION INTERCEPTED BY GLASS OF VARIOUS

TYPES, THICKNESSES, AND AT VARIOUS ANGLES

Thickness Angle
Each of In- Radiation

Pleces Plece &lt;cidence Intercepted,
Ine. Deg. Per Cent

Type of Glass

0.255

0.240

0.270

Nindow: Single strength; A-quality 0.071

Photographic ..- 0.070

Nindow: Double strength; A-quality 0.127

¥indow; Double strength; A-quality 0.127

Nindow: Double strength; A-quality 0.127

Nindow: Double strength; A-quality 0.127

Nindow: Double strength; A-quality 0.127

Nindow: Double strength; A-quality 0.127

Nindow: Double strength; A-quality 0.127

Nindow: Double strength; A-quallty 0.127 4C

Nindow: Double strength; A-quallty 0.127 60

Nindow: Double strength; A-quality 0.127 75

Nindow: Double strength; A-quality 1 0.127 8245 53.7

14.8

16.6

12.8

10.7

Q.0

p= 11.2

27.8

38.4

45,7

10.8

11.9

12.7

14,9

26.0

41.6



HEAT FMITTED WITHIN BUILDING

All sources of heat must, cf course, be considered

in calculating the maximwa cooling load for any enclosure.

In a theater or auditorium the heat from the occupants may

comprise nearly the total cooling lcad. In large stores

alectric lights may greatly increase the cooling load, es-

beclally if the lights are in use while the sun 1s shining

he brightest. In s large factory where there are many

clectric motors and machines, so much heat may be given off

that cooling 1s necessary the year around.

Tn other structures the transmission or solar rad-

lation load may predominate. Every alr conditioning installa-

~ion requires an individual solution of the internal heat

sources which may occur at any given time. In some cases no

allowance need be made for an internal load, especially if

it is small or if 1t does not occur when other loads have

their peaks. In other cases several heat sources may occur

simultaneously, and hence greatly influence the cooling cap-

aclity required.

Table XIV shows the heat which is glven off by some

devices. These sources are only a few out of many possible

ones. Heat given off by humen beings, both at rest and while

doing various kinds of work, will be found in the Gulde of the

American Soclety of Heating and Ventilating Engineers.



Table XIV

HEAT GAIN DUE TO VARIOUS DEVICES, BTU PER HOUR

Lights and electric appliances.... 5,415
Motors, 1/10 NDecesesessencnes 255
Motors, 1 hpe.... ees 2,546

Restaurant coffee urns, 1lO0-gal capacity... 16,000
Dish warmers per 10 sq ft of shelfeseceses 6,000

Restaurant range-~-4 burners and oven...- “00,000

Residence gas range
Glant burners.

Medium burner.
IVeNe ees esse

Pilot...

Electric range

Small burner, 100 to 1350 watts,..

Large burner, 1700 to 2200 watts...

Oven, 2000 to 3000 wattSesecececsce..

Appliance connection, 660 wattseeoese.
Warming compartment, 300 wattSee.a.

ner Ki

12,000
9,000
1,000 per cu ft

250 of space

3,415
5,800
6,830
2,250
1,025

Lo 4,600
wo 7,500

0 10,245

JENTILATION REQUIREMENTS

In order to maintain satisfactory alr conditions

Inside an enclosure i !'3 usually necessary in the summer

to dehumidify and cool both the fresh air that is Introduced

from outside and also the alr which is recirculated. The

desired alr conditions are set forth in the A.S.H.V.E. Ven-

tilation Standards which follow. It 1s the intent of the

Committee in presenting these standards to confine itself

to .. statement of those requirements which, based on present

day knowledge, will provide adequate ventilation for spaces

Intended for human occupancy. The following standards apply

to all spaces occupied by human belngs in all buildings for



vhich ventilation regulations are to be established.

Section T--Afr Temperature and Humidity

The temperature and humidity of the air in such

sccupied spaces, and in which the only source of contamination

is the occupant, shall be maintained at all times during occu-

hancy at an Effective Temperature, as hereinafter stated.

The relative humidity shall be not less than 30 per

rent. nor more than 60 per cent in any case. The Effective

Temperature shall range between 64 deg and 69 deg when heating

or humidification is required, and between 69 deg and 73 deg

vhen cooling or dehumidification 1s required.

These Effective Temperatures shall be maintained

at a level of 36 in. above the floor.

Section ITI--Alr Quality

The air in such occupied spaces shall at all times

be free from toxic, unhealthful or disagreeable gases and

fumes and shall be relatively free from odors and duste.

In every space coming within the provisions of these

requirements and in which the quality of the air 1s below the

standards prescribed by good medical and engineering practlces,

Jue to toxic substances, bacteria, dust, excessive temperature,

excessive humidity, objectionable odors, or other simllar causes,

means for ventilating shall be provided so that the quality of

he air shall be ralsed to these standards.



Section III--Alr Motion

The alr in such occupied spaces shall at all times

be in constant motion sufficlent to maintain a reasonable uni-

Formlity of temperature and humidity, but not such as to cause

objectionable drafts in any occupied portion of such spaces.

The alr motion in such occupied spaces, and in which

the only source of contamination 1s the occupant, shall have

2 veloclty of not more than 50 feet per minute, measured at a

height of 36 in. above the floor.

Section IV==-Alr Distribution

The alr in all rooms and enclosed spaces shall,

ander the provisions of these requirements, be distributed

vith reasonable uniformity, and the variation in the carbon

Jioxide content of the air shall be taken as a measure of

such distribution.

The alr In a space ventilated in accordance with

these requirements, and in which the only source of contamina-

lon is the occupant, shall be distributed and circulated so

chat the variation in the concentration of carbon dioxide,

vhen measured at a height of 36 in. above the floor, shall

not exceed one part in 10,000.

Section V=&lt;=Alr Quantity

The quantity of alr used to ventilate the given

space during occupancy shall always be sufficient to maln-

tain the standards of air temperature, alr quality, air



motion and air distribution as herein required. Not less

than 10 cubic feet per minute per occupant of the total air

rirculated to meet these requirements shall be taken from an

outdoor source.

Factors Influencing Apnlications.

Al» Cy-lity: In occupled spaces in which the

ritlation 1s entirely of human origin, the chemical composition

of the alr. the dust, and bacteria content may be dismissed

from consideration so that the problem consists in maintain-

Ing a sultable temperature with a moderate humidity, and in

ceeping the atmosphere free from objectionable odors. Such

unpleasant odors, human or otherwise, can be easlly detected

by persons entering the room from clean, odorless air.

At Marion: The alr in occupled spaces must be in

constant gentle motion sufficient to maintain a satisfactory

uniformity of temperature and humidity, but not such as to

cause objectionable drafts in any occupied portion of such

spaces. JStagnant alr, no matter how pure, is depressing, and

Lt fails to produce the pleasant and stimulating effect of

cool air in gentle motion.

Studies by Baetjer cn the i..7lvence of alr motion

on comfort indicate that in ordinary alr conditioning work the

velocity of air currents should never be allowed to fall be-

low 5 fpm, nor should it be allowed to exceed 50 fpm, except

when the temperature of the alr current striking the face is

nigher than the temperature of the room. The lower limit of



5 fpm may be taken as the minimum during the heating season,

and the upper limit of 50 frm as the maximum during the cool-

ing season.

Afr Distribution: As . rule satisfactory distribu-

tion 1s secured when the air movement or turbulence as meas-

ured by the Kata thermometer is uniform in all parts ¢© the

occupied space and when simultaneous readings of temperature

at any two points on the same level within the occupled space

Jo not differ by more than 3 deg. Measurements of CO» are

acceptable in lieu cof temperature and salir motion variaticns,

but the usual method c¢” determining CO, in air is much more

laborious than the determination of temperature and air move-

ment. When COo 1s used as an index of distribution, the varia-

tion in the concentration of the gas at a helght of 36 in.

above the floor should not exceed one part in 10,000 parts of

air.

wntity: The quantlty of air to be circulated

through an occunied space, whether by natural or mechanlcsgl

neans. or whether the air 1s conditioned or nct, must in all

cases br sufficlent to maliivain the required standards of air

temperature, quality. motion and distribution. The factors

vhicl. determine air quantity include the type and nature of

the building, locality. climate, height of rooms, flcor ares,

vindow area, extent of occupancy, and last but not least, the

method of distribution.

Actually there are two air quantities tov be ccnsider-

od, namely, (1) total air required and (2) outside air regulred.



The difference between these two quantities represents the

smount to be recirculated, or

PotaPy gir--0outaside air 4+ ecirculated air

jometimes the ratio of the outside air to the total

air can be decreased if the air introduced is ccnditioned,

out in *tne light of present information, a minimum cof 10 cfm

of cutdoor alr per person should be provided. 1f the air is

not conditioned as in a ventilating system, the vitliated air

is usually exhausted to the atmosphere, in which case all of

the air introduced ? outside aire.

?teas The total quantity oI alr Intro-

-~~1y by the allowable temperature rise

»oouired and the allowable temperature drcvo

vhen heating 1s required. As a rule, the intreduction and

juced is gr

iistribution ct’ warm alr intc an occupied space does not pres-

ont as many ¢
-—

"ulties as does the introduction of cold alr.

The former is determined from the amount of heat to be given

1p to the space, and the latter is determined from the amount

of heat to be removed frcm the space, using a temperature rise

that will produced uniform distribution without the producticn

&gt;f disagreeable drafts.

Two cf the most important factors on which the tem-

serature rise depends are (1) the method cof distribution and

(2) the most economical temperature rise for the conditions

involved. Some systems of distribution produce drafts with



but a few degrees temperature rise, while other systems

sperate successfully with a temperature rise as high as

35 deg. The total alr quantity introduced in any particular

case 1s inversely proportional to the temperature rise, and

depends largely upon the judgment and ingenuity of the engin-

ser in designing the most suitable system for the particular

conditions. Small quantities of air reduce the size of equilp-

ment. ducts, space, and initial cost, but require lower air

semperatures. In any specific case, the cost of refrigeration

must be balanced against the extra cost in increased size of

aquipment and running expense.

Outside Air: In order to provide uniform tempera-

ure conditions, it is necessary to maintain a pressure of

about 0.1 in. of water in the room or space to be ventilated

or conditioned. This usually requires the introducticn of a

zertaln amount of outside air which depends on the particular

conditions involved, and may vary over a considerable range.

In rooms in which the only source of contaminaticn

is the occupant, the minimum quantity of outside or new air to

be circulated appears to be that necessary to remove objection-

able body odors. The concentration of body odors in turn de-

pends largely upon the temperature of the air; the higher the

-emperature, the greater the amount of perspiration (sensible

or insensible) given off from the skin, and the greater the

roncentration of odors.

Inder proper temperature conditions, body odors may



be reduced to a concentration that is not objectionable by as

little as 10 cfm of outside air per person. This is the mini-

mum amount specified in the Ventilation Standards adopted in

1932 by the Society. The ventilation laws of many states re-

julre the introduction of 30 cfm of outside alr per occupant,

put the present tendency 1s to supply a smaller amount of con-

iitioned air.

The total quantity of air required to malntalim the

standards of temperature, distribution, snd air motion is

asually at least twice as great as that required to keep down

body odors, owing largely to difficulties encountered with

distribution systems.

Recirculation.

The saving ln operating costs due to recirculation

of the alr, while very considerable, must not be obtalned at

the expense of gir quality. The percentage of recirculated

alr may be varied to suit the seasonal changes so as to con-

serve heat in winter and refrigeration in summer, but at no

time during occupancy should there be taken from out of doors

less than 10 cfm for each occupant. As a general rule, re-

circulation impairs the quality of the air by excessive humid-

ity (if not conditioned), excessive odors, or both, and it

tends to deprive the air of its ionic content, but the influence

of this factor on comfort and health 1s at present a matter of

speculation.



Tollets and similar rooms and all kitchens in build-

ings using recirculation should be separately, mechanlcally

ventilated, with the exhaust in excess c¢f the supply, in order

so prevent objectionable odors from diffusing into other parts

of the building. This air removal may 19 many cases be suff-

ficient t insure an adequate replacement of outside air to the

zeneral recirculating system.

{\TMOSPHERIC HUMIDITY

Fresh Alr.

After the inside wet and dry bulb temperatures

have been decided upon as the ones that are to be maintained

In ¢ given alr conditioned enclosure, and the outdoor design

vet and drv bulb temperatures selected from Table I, the

200127~ lee” nennmeg»r tn dehumidify the fresh air may be

salzulated. ™--

v: ©T matur

the veclume

~1amt  ~® outside air to be dehumidified

~mend upon the ventilation requirements. To

drawn in from the outside by fans should

also be adde” the alr that has been calculated to enter the

building throuch cracks. crevices, doors and other places

#here infiltration might occur.

The heat gain resulting from the outside air intro-

juced may be calculated from the following formula:

CY »==Qd (0p ~ ©)

vhere



Hy --heat to be removed from outside alr entering the
building, Btu per hour.

Q--total volume of outside ai&gt; entering the building,

cubic feet per hour.

1,--density of outside air, pounds per cubic foot, at

the temperature tg.
9o--heat content of mixture of outside dry alr (at tem-

perature ty) and water vapor, Btu per pound of dry

alr.
J--heat content of mixture of inside dry air (at tem-

perature t) and water vapor, Btu per pound of dry

alr.

The total heat content cf a mi-ture of d»vw air and

vater vapor 1s calculated by referring the wet bulb tempera-

ure to a psychrometric chart.

Moisture Liberat~" wrerhin Ril ding.

- conditioning installations the mols-

"within the enclosure may constitute a large

nart of the cooling load. In theatres, auditoriums ai.

similar buildings where large crowds gather, each occupant

not only gives up &amp; considarable amount of sensible heat

but also from 700 t- °

Tables snd curves mav bh found in the A.S.H.V.E. Guide which

show the sensible and latent heat given off bv the human body

~ temperature and activity.under various conditions

There may be several other sources of moisture within

"oditloned space. In industrial aprlications a large amount

of moisture may be given off bv the materials 1n process, cor

by escaping steam. Each case must be studled individually. In

some Instances 2 necurce of latent heat will not affect the maxi-

Nd

mum design coolins load because 1t dces not occur when other

heat sources are at a maximum. In other cases large sources



&gt;f latent heat will occur at the same time that the sensible

heat load is at its greatest, and hence will materially af-

Fect the design of the system. The maximum combination of

2ll sources of moisture determines the dew point to which

the conditioned air must be chilled in order to reduce the

relative humidity.

MIGRATION OF MOISTURE AND ITS EFFECT ON HEAT CORDUCTIVITV

It 3a strange fact that. in spite of the develop-

ment (© 7) branches of technique, there are still cases where

certaln branch is well investigated and develop=

2d while another remains neglected. /' example of this 1s the

absorption of moisture bv bullding materials, and the accumul-

ation of moisture inside these materials. It is well known

that moisture greatly influences certain properties of build-

ing materials, among these being heat conductivity, which has

particular interest for heating and alr conditioning engineers.

Accum:l:.tion of moisture inside walls, roofs, and

similar bulldin~ parts. not only assists the absorption of

moisture but also causes other troubles. Thus, accumulated

water or water vanor- when 1. direct and continuous contact

#L = certain materials comnosing the walls, may ruin them

chemlicallv and mav cane the anpearance of fungus growths.

17 + 7 -r enous temperature exists at the point of

=

accumulation the water changes into ice, thus m™iining the

materials mechanically. In addition, the accumulation of



molsture, when it comes from inside the building, means an

escape of moisture and a decrease of relative humidity which,

In some cases, must be maintained at a high level.

I'ypes of Moisture Penetration.

Some of the factors which cause moisture accumula-

tlon are known and have been well investigated, while the in-

fluence of others 1s but little known even among specialists.

One of these little-known factors is the humidity of air. It

ls desirable to distinguish between two different processes of

moisture penetration: first, penetration into a substance,

and second, penetratlon through a substance. The first process

results in the absorvtion of moisture bv substances. The second

one assists the absorption and, under certain circumstances,

may result in accumulation of moisture. Also, there are two

distinct cases of absorption of moisture by bullding materials:

le When the material 1s exposed to water vapor, and

2¢ When the material 1s covered by a liquid film or

submerged in water.

Materials behave cilferently 1n each case. To know

311 about moisture absorption it 1s necessary to learn the ab-

sorbing capaclty of a material in both cases, because both

cases can exist in practice. As an example, suppose cne takes

two building materials much used as heat insulators. Table XV

shows how greatly thelr absorbing properties differ when they

are exposed to air containing various percentages of water

rapor. The moisture absorbed is given in percent.



Table XV

iaterial 0%
Relative humidity of air

259% 50% 75% 100%

2

u 2e4d Sel 8.2 20
- 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 Oe1

From the table one sees that. when in contact wi.

ranor, material A gbsorbs considerable ariounts of moisture&gt;

and that. when ccrvared with material B., its non-absorbent

character is far from excellent. On the other hand, the ab-

sorption of material R 1s surprisingly small and constant

hroughout the whole range.

Figs 5 shiows graphically the values of moisture con-

tent in material A at different relative humidities of air. At

50% to 70% relative humidity the moisture content is about 7%,

ville at £€5% So 90% relative humidlsy ib 1s around 15%.

In spite of the very small absorbing capacliy of

naterlial B, walls insulated with it occasicnally have shown

areas where the inter-spaces are filled with ice. The sane

ohenomenon has been observed in other granular and fibrous

materials used as heat 1lnsulators. Before attempting to ex-

plain this little known phenomenon, let it be noted what the

above-mentioned amount of moisture content means snd how much

che ccnductivity cf materials is influenced by moisture content.

Influence of Moisture on Conductivity.

It is well known that moisture added to an insulating

oullding material increases its coefficient of heat conductivity.





fhe explanation Is that the mclsture 1s a relatively good

conductor of heat as compared with thie substance itself.

Fige 6 1s from studies made by I. S. Cammerer and shows the

relation between conductivity and moisture content. Doctor

Cammerer is of the ovninion that this diagram represents the

relation between the molsture content arid the heat conductiv-

ity for all poror: materials. It is ouestionsble, however,

shether the same amount of molsture added can produce the

same effect cn the conductivity of all porous materials. It

vould ratltier be expected that in the case of adding say 10%

of moisture both to a substance with a coefficient of conduc-

tivity of 0.3 and to ¢ substance with a coefficient of conduc-

tivity of 0.6 (1f both are dry), that the added moisture will

change the conductivity of the first material to a greater

extent than that of the second one. This means that the better

non-ccnductor of heat the material 1s, the more dangerous is

che Influence of the moisture added.

From Fig. 6 it will be seen that even a small amount

of moisture changes the conductivity considerably. In the case

of material A, previously mentioned, Fig. 5 shows that, when

in contact with air of 85% to 90% relative humidity, it will

have a moisture content of 15%. This would mean that the in-

zrease in the coefficient of conductivity would be about 135%

over its value when the material 1s dry. Thus, if the conduc-

tivity dry 1s 1.0, the coefficient for 15% moisture would be

2.35. Doctor Camnmerer mentions cases where the moisture

sontent in building materials has reached a value of 30%,



vhich means an increase in conductivity of about 200%.

The important effect of even small amounts of mois-

cure is evident from examining the right-hand curve of Fig. 6.

It can be seen that the increase of conductivity for each per

cent of added moisture 1s large at the beginning. The first

ver cent of molsture added increases the conductivity abcut

30%, while the first 21% of moisture added increases the con-

Juctivity only 7% per 1% volume of moisture. Cases are known

where 10% of moisture was found in the insulating material A.

Other data glven in the same article by Doctor Cammerer show

that impregnation with a water-proofing substance dces not

sive any guarantee of full prevention of molsture absorption,

since in some cases the moisture content in the treated mater-

lal was found to reach 3% to 3.5%. Even such a small moisture

sontent means an increase of conductivity of about 60%.

rom the above the following conclusions can be drawn:

le Molsture influences the heat conductivity of

different materials to a very great extent, and cases are

known where the moisture content reaches an extremely high value.

2s Even if the moisture content is small, the change

in conductivity 1s so considerable that all calculations of

heat transmission may beccme wrong.

3¢ In cases where high humidity prevails, it 1s of

importance that means be found to prevent moisture penetration

chrough walls, roofs, and other parts of buildings, and for

controlling the moisture content in bullding materials.



Proceas of Moisture Migration.

The penetration of a gas through any material occurs

because of the difference between the partial pressures of

this gas on the two sldes of the material. The amount of pene-

trated gas expressed in volume units is assumed to be in direct

proportion to the difference between the partial pressures. To

illustrate how large this difference can be, the approximate

values of water vapor pressure at different alr conditions are

given in Table XVI.

Table XVI

Winter Intermediate Summer
(1) (2) (3)

&gt;onditions

Dry bulb temp., Deg. Fe. «15
Relative humidity, 9 80
Vapor Pressure, mme Hge 0.3

30

85

z

80

60

18

T- Is talle conditions in column (1) are typical

"ter conditions; in column (2) appear inside coneoh
como he oe

C193. LX+
= h

11ticme » "ww" be maintained {1 ~om- ~.13 storage

roome* 1 © Terme c= outs’ aunmem
- os - ‘ons T 3:

table does r Ta mama oy om ad avars “a CT RTrmg and the figuree

are given on’ "nigtrate thy “ut that the partic. Pressures

of water vapor inside an” out-13c mav GiiTer conslderably. In

this case, for winter ¢-=*"*41ons th difference in partial

oressures is 2.7 mm... “1mmme&gt; cenditions i 12 nm.

Partizl nrassure~ . © the a7 inside and outside.

depend on the total or barometric pressure. Let it be assumed



that the total pressure inside and outside are the same. This

assumption 1s not correct In general because in many cases the

total ‘pressure inside must be higher than outside in order to

provide proper alr distribution, and for other reascns. Some-

times, if air is exhausted from a room, the total pressure in-

31de is smaller than outside. However, the total pressures

2an be assumed to be equal in order to illustrate a particular

&gt;a8e.

e~ident that at the wiater conditions, water

rapor will move from the inside toward the outside, while the

1ir--1ts partial pressure belng greater outside--will move in

the opposite direction, 1.e., from outside into inside (See

T

Fig. 72). In summer the partial pressure of water vapor

Hater

Inside

Ninter

Vall

Lr

tibaeide Tnsgide

4. Ie

any

sunmmer

Vall

Water

fapor

MMtside

4

outside 1s greater, and the partial oressure cf cc. is smaller,

than inside. Therefore, the direction of motion for both will

be as indicated in Fig. 7b.

Referring to Fig. 7a. 1t 1 , Clear that with winter

conditions the temperature of the water vapor while moving



through the wall will drop, and may reach a dew point tempera-

sure at some polnt inside the wall. If so. the vapor v rr dia

begin to condense at thls area. If the temperature 1s low

freeze. As the greatest drop

of temperature inside a compound wall occurs within the insul-

ating material, there 1s a possibility that the dew point tem-

perature will be reached inside the insulating material. Here

Is a simple explanation of the phenomenon of the presence of

ice Inside the walls, or in the insulating material itself.

Suppose now that the accumulation of condensed water

vapor occurs 1 the insulating material or very close to it.

This gives a exampl  ¢f an Insulating material absorbing

moisture in the liquid state. This would not be dangerous to

some materials but would be distinctly dengerous to others,

for instance, a material having capillarity.

To gc farther and see what cun be done to prevent

nolsture accumulaticn in the walls, suppose there 1s &amp; simple

vall like the cone shown in Fig. 8. For such a wall the amount

Inside

Jater
Brick

Jall
Lx

Jateide

*-n

%
~y



£0

&gt;f penetrated gas (alr or water vapor) 1s relatively small,

[+t may be computed by using the following formula:

ihere _  LL thie

A
| 4

r

a

volume ¢” penetrated gas in liters, r 1 1 tho

coefficient of penetration in liters ner hour per square meter

per millimeter of water per meter thickness, and e 1s the thick-

ness of the material in meters. C. Lang gives (Tor brick) a

value cf r--2, For this case the thickness of the wall is

equal to 15 ine. or 0.38 meter, and

3 me om

[j= Coz -=- 8 liters \ Jd aw uA
Lr

» a] +

Peking into account the very small density of water vapor,

the amount ¢f mnenetroted vupor is thus seen tc be guite small

For such a wa.

Annothe Important factor helps to prevent any cor-

siderable amount of molsture from accumulating inside the

wall shown 1n ¥Fige 8. Alr entering the wall from the outside

will becomes warmer, and when reaching the point of condensation

of water v-—r» 1t will trv te re-evaporate the condensed water

and t+ 1 "ny 1t back int the room. For these two reasons the

ange» ¢” accumulation «7° rv considerable amount of moisture

in =_slmnl eyw.
?

“ie x mand

Consider however a compound wal. 1lilre the one shown

ln Fi~ © which consists of a material (c) of relatively small

chiickness and high coefficient of penetration, znd of a material



Tall

Inside

Jaber

Vanor’
=

RR

i

Mit slde

'd) which 1s relatively thick wil’. a low coefficient of pene-

tration. The water vapor wlll go through material ¢ easily.

“hen meeting the material dd alon~ the llas AB. the penetrated

vater vanecr wi'T T-~in tt ac~urmul. ite at this line because of

the much hishew =»

he dew nolnt tr

g127. berin t

Ye attracts

sondensed wat

hand, there *

away bv the 10

the penetratioc-

che penetration

 me ~~netration of material d. When

~~ *,5 reached, the vapor

oy=ey  1 mere water venor will

“ne AB and the amount of

gL 1nrrer, QO: the other

~~

 ow fsture t 7 nevried

ws sy 1, mater? ° 1” resist

from the outside just as it resists

Taner from the inside. Thus. in a case of

a compound wall. the moisture accumulation can be considersble.

; £ , .

leans of Combatings Moisture Accumulation.

Based c¢» the~e considerstions, o''e wav % © prevent

cr at least tt ompnose the accumalation ¢f moisture in the

vall bullt up of the two materials c¢ and 4 is simmle enough.



It 1s only necessary to change the locatlon to that shown i.

Fig. 10. In this case a considerably smaller amount of

Tall

Vater_
r

Vanor

Tnalde

9ie, I.~

outside

accumulated moisture should be expected because: (1) material

1 will permit the penetraticn of only a small amount of water

vapor because of its thickness and low coefficient of penetra-

tion, and (2) the air from outside will be given a much better

chance to reach the line AB. Upon reaching this line the enter-

Ing air, becoming warmer, will tend to evaporate the molsture,

Lf any, accumulated along line AB, and may escape again to the

&gt;utside due to local circulations as shown in Fig. 10.

For such a case, and considering winter conditions,

the conclusion is that where moisture accumulation within the

vall is caused by humidity of alr, the materials composing

he wall should be located in such s wav that their coefficlent

&gt;f penetration decreases from the inside toward the outside of

“hie wall.



iv 2

Without analyzing a similar case for summer conditions

- clear that an onnosite arrangement of materials will be

jesirable. This reversal does ne! mean. however that nothing

2an be done. In some cases only winter or elae summer condi-

tions need be dealt with. In other cases one condition or

the other prevalle to such an extent that it is only necessar-

50 take care © the woree

Even where winter

imortant. and 1° ° NADA~~

ran be undertaken to "itmint $7

Sune ™ Ew“snditions are equally

+al care of both, some steps

nndesirable effect of moist-

are accumulation. . ~ovdinc *  * *ichinsky. the following

¥ays can be recommends] for gue © case:

1 7 tr me--&gt; ” material on both sides of walls,

rocfe. etc. T
1

1 cv Inside materials should be very

+ enenlng at the ton of the wall for

tw This method is rather expensive.

- *~tnre-«nrocf material can be located in the

drv and there mus’

Pree circulat?o-

om.

middle of t)r w1e.11- Thi: diminishes the temperature difference

for both parts of the wal? end consequently. th« dancer of

moisture penetration. A continuous moisture accumulation will

Je prevented bv the fact that the moisture accumulated on one

3ide of the moisture-proof material will be given a chance to

je carried awav.

3+ No use ¢” moisture-proof material at £11. but

oroviding conditions of possible free circulation of air through

the wall. This circulation will take care of evaporating the

accumulated moisture.



These suggestions should be carefully checked. Per-

haps better remedies can be found for this case as well as for

other cases, and all will require a great amount of 1investiga-

clonal work

"he
 yy ~ ne
’ a

tions which are nd 1lwave

181ve’ wa mad
- ou a

*ustified in actual c~ens.

TSUMNMD-

Fon

axample. a su” irtent overnressure inside the rocm can change

the direction +” 7+ motion and a new analysis ©“ the whole

orocess would be necessary. Beside: that, when aclvine the

sroblem of how to build up the wall ¢» rocf. 1’ Is not practi-

cal to consider the location of mate:

of their coefficient of penetration on’

3id~r~tions ¢° ¢ purelv structural natur: slzxo mast be taken

“1 &amp; point of view

Ye Important cone

in! eccount. Under certain circumstances they may be contrary

0 the considerations given herein. It 1s not easy to solve

chis problem, but 17 »r~ne~"v handled and analyzed 1% can be

so solved as to tal carc ¢” all reculirements and to reconcile

nll opposing factors.

Probablv eva:

52 fzund that there 1 -

Tot py TM tent invertioaticon it will

~~neral solution to the problem of

preventing moisture accumulation. Each particular case seems

te »  2ndividual, all conditions must be carefully studied and

21) processes properly analyzed. The most important factors

co studv are:

1 T~side and outside conditions, especially the

orevailing temperatures and humidities.



2e The coefficlents of penetration of gas through

1l]l materials, which comprise the walls, roofs and other parts

of buildings.

5 Temperature distribution inside the walla. etc.,

In order tc know. at least approximately, where a dew point

for prevalling conditions can be reached.

Need of Revised Coefficient Tables.

On account of the fact that moisture so greatly in-

fluences heat conductivity, this factor should be taken care

of always. For example, to state that a value of the conduct-

lvity for some material 1s equal to 0.3 1s not enough; it also

must be made clear at what molsture content this value is found.

In most tables for the coefficients of conductivity of build-

Ing materials there is no indication as to the moisture con-

tent. Often, when the coefficlents are given for insulating

naterials, the best value is stated. As anyone knows, this

means making the sample as dry as possible. But 1t is also

known that in many practical cases dry ccnditions can not be

maintalned and that, therefore, the values given should not be

used unless a correction for the expected moisture content is

Introduced.

In most cases of heat loss calculation. no such

corrections are made, although some writers have advocated

naking them. The designer usually has to be satisfied with

the results he gets when using the values of heat conductivity

as they are given in tables. These are the values found under



leboratory conditions. That these values can te quite 4iff-

arent from the actual values met in practice 1s proved partially

by the fact that the actual heat losses often differ consider-

ably from the computed values.

Thus 1t can be seen that there are .we Droblems

about which data should be secured:

le Final establishing of the relaticn between the

moisture content and the heat conductivity of building mater-

lals, and compiling new coefficient tables showing this relation

2 Finding out ways for controlling, or at least de-

termining (if possible. even predetermining), the moisture

content, as well as preventing the accumulation and penetra-

~{on of moisture inside walls.

CONCLUSIONS

The proper selection of equipment for a success=-

ful alr conditioning installation 1s dependent on an accurate

lcad or Btu estimate. The success of any estimate, in turn,

ls denendent to ao larce degree unon the judgment used by the

ostimator in evaluating the various factors affecting such

cn eatimate.,

The amount of heat and moisture from the vaericus

yources is continually varying from hour tc hcur and from

Jav to dave Tt is safe to savy that these fretors zre never

resent In the same identical nronortion on anv twec occasicns.



Sometimes the maximum intensity of heat and moisture resulting

"yom several factors occur simultaneously, when a pyramliding

&gt; maxima ww’ "* exist. An equal pyramid cf sll the factors

nay not occur gufficientlv cftenrn to warrost the expenditure

for oan alr cvnaltlioning installation vhizh wlll have suffic-

lent cavaclt— to cope with thls maxinnuu. Therefore, the en-

sinser must usec exmerience and judgment to evaluate the max-

Imam conditions which may occur frequently encuzh to justify

the Initis? investment and alse Lt» cost of operatlicn and

nalnteonance of the system he reeccipiends.

Ic ir obvicus that 1f the Btu estimate 1s based on

3 71’ a x nlding of errorst1log%cal assumptions, there willl be a pyra: &amp;

snd the resultant selection of egulpment will Ye worth little

nore than a pure guess. In making the estimate, it is usually

visest and safest to calculate each factor at 1tc probable

average maxXimuga and then later to review the estimate to find

he combination of maxima wihilch will cccur simultaneously and

vhich shculd be used as thie basis Tor the selasction of the

scipmente

As is stated earlier in thls thesis, the only fac-

cr which differs materially In 1ts method of calculation by

yarious authorities 1s that of solar radiation. In the Appen-

11x there are given four ways of estimating this scurce cf

heats That used by the A.S.H.V.E. includes the results of

he most recent investigations of the subject, and 1s a com-

oromise between thse highly involved and mathematically come



plicated findings of research workers and the "rule ¢ J thumb”

astimating used by practical air conditioning engineers. In

he author's judgement the A.S.H.V.E. method of calculating

he sun load 1s sufficiently accurate for most zir condition-

Ing Installetions.except those having a very large glass ex-

posure. In such a case a more accurate study, such as that

shown on page 42, should be made cf the sun load. For most

Installations there 1s no need to go to such refinement because

It Is impossible to figure other ccoling load factors so

»logelv.

An analysis ¢f the methcds used bv the three air

conditioning companies shows that that of the Kelvinator

company lis based on the most raticnal assumptions and {includes

some of the findings of recent investigations. The method

used by the Westinghouse company 1s considered to be the least

Jdeglirable to follow, since it avnears to be not far removed

Crom a pure guess.

The reader has tv this time, no doubt, come to the

conclusion that while there may be need for additicnal in-

Formation on all the factors affecting the cooling load, there

is an urgent need for further knowledge of the effect of solar

radiation, especially as it influences heat transmission. It

ls of small use to the englneer to know exactly how much

radiant energy falls on a given wall, if he cannot determine

now much of this energy finally gets into the room and how

zreat the time lag is.



There 1s also a great need for more information

on the migration of moisture through structures and its

effect on heat transmission. Untill more 1s known about

this phenomenon, correct results of heat gain calculation

in any actual case cannot be expected. Lacking a solutlon

&gt;f this problem, the whole work done on the determlnation of

laboratory values of coefficients of heat conductivity has

no considersble practical value. One cannot help wondering

shy all the exactness of determing coefficients with results

reported to third and fourth decimal places if one per cent

&gt;f moisture added can change the conductivity and- conseguently

-he amount of heat conducted 20 pr~= cent or more.



APPENDIX

Including:

Methods of calculating
nsed by the following:

the solar radiation load

Tho American Society of Heating and

Ventilating Engineers

The ¥&lt;lvinator Air Conditioning Company

The Frigldaire Air Conditioning Company

The Westinghouse Ai~ Conditioning Company
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To 1llustrate how the solar radiation heat load

ls taken care of in actual alr conditioning practice, the

following extracts are taken from the American Society of

Heating and Ventllating Engineers Guide for 1935. and from

che manuals of the Kelvinator, Frigidaire and Westinghouse

air conditicning companies.

\ S.H.V.E. GUIDE, 1935

'Fig. 1. shows the total amount of solar energy
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Curves Giving Solar Intensity Normal to Sun, on Horizontal

surface and on Walls for August 1l.



in Btu per square foot per hour received during the day Ly

a surface normal to the rays of the sun, by a horizontal sur-

face, and by east, west, and south walls. The curves are

drawn from A.S.H.V.E. Laboratory data obtained by pyrhelio-

neter, are based on sun time, and are for a perfectly clear

day on August 1 at a north latitude of 40 deg. Data from

these curves may be used with little error for most United

States latitudes and for all of the hotter months of the year.

"Unfortunately, the calculations for the transmissior

&gt;f heat from solar radiation through bullding walls are too

complicated to be of much practical value to the heating and

ventilating engineer. Approximate results may Le obtained

oy adding the number of degrees glven in Teble XVII to the

outside design dry-bulb temperature in calculating the heat

Table XVTI (From 1935 Guide)

ALLOWANCE FOR SOLAR RADIATION ON ROOFS AND WALLS

Approximate Number of Degrees to Add to Dry-Bulb Temperature
for Different Types of Surfaces.

ype of Surface Black Red Brick or Tile Al. Paint

 SA

Roof, horizontales..
Bast or west wall...

South wall...

45

30

15

30 15

20 10

10 5

2 &amp; © ¢ 5b

transm! “3ion through a wall or roof which may b + exposed to the

sun for an appreciable length of time. Tsble XVII was obtained

from a study of the data in A.S.H.V.E. research papers on solar



radiation. Black and aluminum painted surfaces represent the

axtremes which are likely to cccur. For other types of sur-

faces, values intermediate between those given in the table

ren be used.

"The calculation of heat transmitted through walls

and roof does not take into consideration the heat capacity

of the structure and the consequent time lag in the transmiss-

fon of heat. In the thick walls used in modern office build-

ings the time lag may amount to 10 hours or more. Thus in

many cases the wall transmission cannot be added directly to

the cooling load from other sources because the peak of the

wall transmission load may not coincide with the peak of the

total cooling load and may even occur after the cooling system

nas been shut down for the day. The data in Table XVIII were

taken from A.S.H.V.E. research papers, and while they result

principally from a study cf experimental slabs, they glve an

idea of the time lag to be expected in various structures.

Table XVIII (From 1935 Guide)

IME LAG IN TRANSMISSION OF SOLAR RADIATION THROUGH WALLS

AND ROCFS

Type and Thickness of Wall or Roof

pine...:
zocncrete..

IYPSUlMeoeoo
zencrete and l-in. cork;-

iron and cork (equivalent t

concrete and 2.15-in. cork

iron snd cork (equivalent to {

concrete and 1.94-in. cork)ea-
iron and cork (equivalent to I

concrete and le53=in. cork)ese.
22=1n. brick and tile walleeo..-

2=1in,
S=in.

f-in.

3=1in.

2=31n,

-

Time Lag,
Hours

o]

”

19

10’



"Por bare windows on which the sun shines, the

transmission of heat from outside air to glass is small as

the glass temperature i1- rsised bP the solar radiation ab-

sorbed. Therefore I ¢-7»1otine +7i~ total heat gain through

"Hee. 1 enfficlently

Ta 1o0ad dvr + the window

yindows on the gnne-

acecurete + £7 oie +

o ( rTe v 2) ow / rr = ima women arabs a from Table

XI and to r- TT Fh he oF Fema oA . 3? “a © th glass

sguged bv th. “ane betwe~ ye“owmea of the 1

- - .2

3ide and out. ~*=_  Anothe™ reac
-

~ ne ~3asting this

zlass transmis~ion load is that th curve 2 Fig. 11 were

based on the maximum intensity of solar radiation observed

at the A.S.H.V.E. Laborato» durin~ 2 three-vear study, so

results based on these curves will be amply high."

Table XIY. (From 1935 Guide)

SOLAR RADIATION TRANSMITTED THROUGH BARE AND SEADED WINDOWS

a.

Per Cent Delivered

Eo Room

Bare window glass... 27

Canvas awninZeesceeeess 28

Inside shade, fully drawhee.-... 15
Inside shade, one-half Arawheeccesceen--0-- 68

Inside Venetian blind, fully covering windowWeeeos 58
Jutside Venetian blind, fully covering windoWeeee 22



KELVINATOR METHOD

"The cavacity of = surface to absorb the radiant

heat of the sun 1s dependent on various factors, smono which

are the color, construction and smoothness of the surface.

The amount of heat sbcorbed is also dependent upon the angle

between the surface and the sun's rays. The resultant sur-

face temperature of horizontal surfaces, such as rocfs, is

mich greater than that of vertical szurlfacez, such as walls.

Similarly, the roof temperatures of southern buildings are

zreater than these of northern butldings. For most practical

purposes, the zurlace temmerature of roofs can be exnressed

as 50 deg abcve that of the outside desipn temmerature of the

locality. The wall temperature cin Le evaluated at 15 deg

above the outside design temperature. Due to the fact that

some of the radiant heat penetrates through the glass of the

gindow, znd in order to simplify the calculations, the sur-

face temmerature of glass: 1s assumed at 25 deg above the out-

31de design temperature

"rhe actual determination of the transmissicn coef'-

ficient Tor solar heat 1s very difficult and complicated,

However, for ithe practical purpose of air conditioning estimates

It 1s reasocornazly accurate toc add 10 per cent to the regular

Eranemission coefficient,

i” ~ &lt; - or

An arenas factor as tabulated in Table ™ 1» OYmm»

centage multinlier used tc compensate for the protection effect

of shades, awnings, Venetian.blinds and recessed windows. This



Table XX (From Kelvinator Manual)

HEAT GAIN--SUN RFFECT

Sensible Heat of Sun--Area X Area Factor x Sun Transmission

Constant x Temperature Difference

ARTA FACTOR: (To compensate for protecting effect of awnings,
shades, blinds, etc.)

Vindows:=-
Unshadedeceese-os-o

White shades, inside of glass.
Venetian blinds, inside of glasSecs-o. oo

White shades and Venetlan blinds, inside ou

glass...
Drapes and curtalns, inside of glasSee-.
Recessed windows, with shadege.---.--
Awnings outside of windowess. ’

Jentllating shutters, outside of window.
Tree Shade, protecting window from direct su

100%
60%
209

50%

204%
1 ~—

J

y

At

»

Show Windows:- (Enclosed by glass or thin wood partition)
Shaded by awnings Or marque.ceces-. SR 10%

Sunlit-Deev window (Depth egual to or greatev

than heighth).. 30%
100%Sunlit=-Shallow, -

Skylight:=
Unshadedee.-

Yhite shades, inside of gl--r

2 &amp; &amp; § oo » 3 » 100%
60%

Exterior Walls:=-

Net area of sun-exposed surface-. a =a 100%

1) 57

Roofs and Skylights:- (100% of horizontally projected
area)... 100%

factor is never less than S50 per cent for windows provided

ith shades. as even with the shades drawn to cover the entire

vindow the solar radi tion will ralse the temperature between

the glass and the shade and result in considerable transmissicen

&gt;f heat into the conditioned room. Similarly, awnings may cut



off some of the direct rays of the sun, but the temperature

underneath the awnings will be much higher than the normal

outside temperature. In addition to this, the awnings will

not cut off the solar radiation which is reflected by side-

valks, pavements, and other surfaces directly beneath the

vindow. The Venetian blinds reduce the glare of the direct

sun, hut dus to the method of thelr installation, an area

factor less than 80 per cent should not be used. When the

zlass of the window 1s recessed avout 20 inches or more from

the face of the sun-exposed wall an area factor less than 20

ver cent should not be used. There are many factors which

should be considered, however, before large reductions in the

area oF the window would be permissible in calculating sun

affect.

Hr: ~ Are rel’ -r a2cnsidered that the walls of the

ast. south and west sides of a room may each be exposed to

the direct rays of the sun. The estimator should determine

vhich of these surfaces is the maximum and use such surface

In the estimate. The direct sunlight on the east wall reaches

a maXimum at mid-morning, the direct sunlight gain on the south

vall reaches a maximum at high noon, while the direct sunlight

sain on the west wall reaches a maximum later in the afternoon,

between four and five o'clock. Where there are several rooms

on a floor being conditioned, it 1s necessary to estimate sun

effect on each room separately, as each room will have to carry

Its sun effect load when that sun effect occurs; also when a

large space requiring two or more units 1s conditioned, each

unit should be designed to have sufficient capacity to take care



sf the sun effect of its own locatione™

FRIGIDAIRE METHOD

"When the ceiling is also the roof, add 40 deg

to temperature difference. When the ceiling is directly under

roof, but separated by a six-inch air space, add 15 deg to

temperature difference. Skylights should be estimated on the

vasls of transmitting 160 Btus per hour per sg. ft. in the

north, or 180 Btus per hour per sq. ft. in the south: if

shaded, use 100 Btus per hour per sg. ft. in the north and

120 in the south.

"T® the walls ave located adjacent to an unusual

source of heat. increase temverature difference bv amount this

source is above normal surroundings. For glass windows and

doors use the ordinary transmission coef ‘'zlent. unless ex-

posed to direct sunlight; in this case use the following:

Sun Exposure

Bast

West

2 outh

Heat Leakage in Btus

Per Sq. Ft. per Hour

160

160

75

"T® outside awnings are over windows and doors,

use the ordlnary transmission coefficient with twice the

normal temperature difference to allow for the increase in

temperature under the awning. It 1s recommended that awnings

be used wherever possible zo that it 1s not necessary to con-

sider the high sun radiation factors for the glass surfaces.



"Th making calculations for solar radiation, it

should be kent in mind that the sunlight does not strike the

2ast. south and west windows all at the same time. Therefore.

vhen determinin~ th: heat load use the radiation factor for

ylass windows e-" doors for that sun exnosure direction (either

sast- west or sc" hgviar~ th 1 ~~~" glass area. The heataaa

load for the »~-—
-N

FE {
ir should be calculated using

-he normal to a -ayy

Te 5
a a mi-2~w- gnd doors it is

necessary eh rmuoerat r tf ference only

for the glass w mn fo the! 0 eno qure direction

having the lar
wong

a Cols ncrmal tempera-

ture differene
ST. ~n a?

Lh ee

. «

vaezt ff 7 the vemelndirglassgrease.

Hr. aha’- 1icht 2a» 7 an” Imnervious mat-

3rial are ¢” -

radiation. Very little data is avsll *? =~-~2grding the bene-

 cutting Cow the ¢fPfa2* ff golar

fits to be obtained therefrom, and we recommend not more than

a 50 per cent reduction in solar radiation be expected with

rood shades.”

VESTINGHOUSE METHOD

"To calculate the solar radiation load through windows

and skylights, multiply the glass area by 60 and 100 respectively

vhere there is protection with white shades, Venetian blinds, etc,

Vhere there 1s no such protection, use factors ¢® 180 and 300

respectively. When the glass is not exposed to the sun, calculate



rhe radiation load by using the accepted transfer coceflicients.

"ro estimate the heat gain through roofs and walls

vhich may be exposed te the sur incresase the normal tempers-

cura difference bv 30 de~ and 10 deg, respectively, and use

the ordinary transfer coerlficlents."
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